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1 . ｉｾｔｒｏｄｕｃｔｉｏｎ＠
This paper is a description of MESSAGE as it is imple-
mented on the computer. At the same time it is intended as 
a user's ｧｵ ｩｾ･＠ for the implemention of these programs. The 
paper is divided into 5 parts: Section 2 gives a complete 
list of the equations generated by the matrix generator pro-
gram and its input file of data. The source code of the ma-
trix generator, the input file, and a sample control program 
are listed in Section 6. Sections 3 through 5 describe the 
usage of the program in increasingly greater detail. 
Before turning t o this description, a few words should 
be said about the procedure of how to run MESSAGE on the 
computer. As shown in Figure 1.1, this procedure involves 
five major steps: To begin with, the input file (step 1), 
required for the matrix generating program (step 2), must be 
pcepared. Th e matrix generator (a FORTRAN program) reads 
this input file from unit 5 and then writes the LP matrix in 
standard MPS format* to logical unit 8 (step 3). An 
intermediate file (logical unit 9) is used by the matrix 
generator for the co nversion of the input data format. A 
control output, consis ting of the input data in more 
readable form, is written t o unit 6. A small control 
* Descriptions of the MPS format are found in any detailed 
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(package program) 
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Fig ur e 1.1 Steps for a comput e r run o f MESSAGE . 
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program (step 4) must be provided to find the actual optimal 
solution. This control program as well as the final output 
of the solution (step 5) are dependent on the particular LP 
package used. This paper will concentrate on steps 1 and 2 
but, as an example, describe the control program required 
for running the model with the MPSX LP code. 
2. COMPLETE LIST OF EQUATIONS 
This Section is a list of all equations generated by 
the documented program and its input. These equations 
correspond to MESSAGE I, the first version of the model, as 
it is described in [1]. As this paper focuses on the imple -
mentation of the model on the computer it does not contain 
much background information about the model itself. There-
fore, the meaning of the equations is not easily understand-
able without knowledge of the model description. 
Before the equations are presented, several remarks are 
in order: the model variables, and only these, are denoted 
by uµper case single letters. The parameters (which are the 
variables in the matrix generator program) are denoted by 
their actual name in the program (in lower case letters) 
with one exception: Since it helps one, both in formulating 
and in understanding the equations, two of the parameters 
that can be chosen by the model user - the length o f a time 
period and the length of service life of technologies - are 
denoted by the values they assume in the input file sample 
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documented at the end of the Annex, namely a five year 
period for the first and a six period (= 30 years) service 
ljfe for all technologies for the second. 
* 
Demand for electricity 
ｾ＠ t 
-.- eta . X. 
1 1 i,m 
units: [GWyr] 
( 2. 1 ) 
t = 1, ••. ,13 (time periods) 
m = 1,2,3 (load regions) 
t dmELEC annual demand for electricity in time peri9d t 
etai efficiency of supply technology i 
ｘｾ＠ energy output of technology i .in load region m l ,m 
ｰｲｅｌｧｬ Ｖ ｾ＠ ｾｲ｡｣ｴｩｯｮ＠ of total demand that occurs in load re-
i = UEA* (light water reactor) 
PEA (fast breeder reactor) 
CEA (conventional coal fired electricity plant) 
AEA (advanced coal fired electricity pl a nt) 
HEA (hydroelectric and geothermal power) 
SEA (solar-electric power) 
The acronyms used here are those used to identify the 
model variables in the input for (and the output of) 
the LP code. An explanation of how t o arrive at these 
particular acronyms will ｦｯｬｬｯｾ Ｎ＠ Since, for the pur-
pose of this paper, a technology is sufficiently 
described by the set o f input data (i. e. numbers) 
referring to it, a more det a iled description o f tech-
nologies than the a bo ve r oug h c l ass ifica t ion will not 
be given. 
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EEA ｻｾｬｾｾｴｲｯｬｹｴｩ｣＠ hydrogen * 
demand) 
supplying liquid fuel 
BEA (electrolytic hydrogen supplying gaseous fuel 
demand) 
LEA (oil-fired electricity plant) 
GEA (gas-fired steam generating electricity plant) 
JEA (gas turbines) 
Demand for liquid fuels 
units: [GWyr-out] 
i = ALA (coal liquefaction) 
RLA (crude oil refinery) 
ILA ("inexhaustible"** supply of liquids) 
(2.2) 
t dmLIQUID annual demand for liquid fuels in time period t 
* 
** 
eff k specific consumption of liquid fuels by technology k 
in [kWh input/kWh output] 
k = EEA (electrolytic hydroeen supplying demand 
1 iquid fuels) 
LEA (liquid fuel fired power plant) 
* for 
The signs of eta A and eta A are negative indicating 
that these ｴ･Ｆｾｮｯｬｯｧｩ･ｳ＠ ｾｾｲｯ､ｵ｣･Ｂ＠ negative amounts of 
(i.e. consume) electricity. This way of formulating 
the- equations allows one to fit the special case of 
electrolysis into the more general framework both of 
this description and of the computer program. 
The ''inexhaustible" technologies are dummy variables 
which have been included in the program to prevent in-
f eas ibil i ties. Their cost figures are such that these 
technologies are the least preferred ones, so that all 
other technologies are fully used before these dummy 
variables enter the solution. 
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Demand for coal 
(2.3) 
dmCOAL annual demand for coal in time period t 
Demand for gaseous fuels 
(2 .4) 
units: [GWyr-th] 
t dmGAS annual demand for gas in time period t 
i = AGA (coal gasification) 
NGA (natur2l gas) 
IGA ("inexhaustible" supply for gas) 
k = BEA (electrolytic hydrogen supplying dema nd for gase -
ous fuels) 
GEA (gas-fired steam generating electricity plant) 
JEA (gas turbines) 
Balance equations for man-made materials 
t 5 l qcon. 1x. . i, 1, m 
i ,m 
+ 5lqinv. Ｑ ｙｾ＠i 1' 1 
t-6 t-1 
- 5lqret. ly. + sl i 1, 1 
units: [tons] 
1 = plutonium 
( 2. 5) 
qcon 1 1 fuel requirements for man-made fuel 1 by technolo-gy i in [ t/GWyr] 
qinvi 1 inventory requirement for man-made fue l 1 by tech-
n6Iogy i in [t /GW ] 
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qreti 1 retir€d fuel (end of plant 
L t7GW] 
life) of kind 1 in 
Yi annual inerement of new capacity of technology i 
between capacity levels at periods t-1 and t 
t-6 Y. annual retirement of old capacity of technology i 1 between capacity levels at periods t-1 and t 
(i.e. construction activities 30 years earlier) 
si stockpile of man-made fuel 1 in time period t 
The constant factor 5 reflects the five year time 
period. 
* 
Fossil fuel requirement 
ｾ＠ fcon. Ｑ ｸｾ＠. l, l ,m 
i , rn 
units [GWyr-th] 
1 = coal, oil, gas 
j = 1,ngr(l)+imp(l)* 
t 
- ｾｒｬ＠ . < 0 j 'J (2.6) 
Rf j total annual consumption of fossil resource 1, ca-
' tegory j in time period t. 
fconi 1 specific annual consumption of fossil technology i. 
Nuclear fuel requirement 
i neon . Ｑ ｸｾ＠ + ininv. Ｑ ｙｾ＠i,m i, i,m i i, i 
t-6 ｾ＠ t 0 
- lnret. 1Y. - "Rl · < i l, l 1 ,J 
units: [10 3 tons] 
fuel 1 by 
(2.7) 
ngr(l) is the number of domestic categories of the 
resource l; imp(l) is the number of import categories 
of that resource - it can be 0 or 1. 
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1 = natural uranium 
j = 1 '3 
t R1 . total annual consumption of nuclear resource 
'Jtegory j in time period t 
neon. 1 specific annual consumption of nuclear fuel ･ｾ｣ｨｮｯｬｯｧｹ＠ i 
1 ' ca-
1 by 
ninv. · 1 inventory requirement of nuclear fuel 1 ｾＶｉｯｧｹ＠ i by tech-
nret. 9 inventory retirement of nuclear fuel 1 by technol-1_. . 05 l. 
The variables ｙｾ＠ for t<1 are fixed at levels determined 
by virtue of the the data on initial capacity and histo1ical 
growth rate of technologies . For further details, see the 
description of the input file and Section 5. 
ａｶ｡ｩｬ｡｢ｩｬｩｾｹ＠ of natural resources 
5lR1t . < rlim 1 . t ,J ,J (2.8) 
units: [GWyr] for fossil, [103 ton s ] for nuclear 
resources. 
1 = coal, oil, gas, natural uranium 
j = 1,ngr(l)+imp(l) 
rlim1 . total availability of resource 1, ｅｾｊ＠ planning horizon. 
category j over 
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Annual extraction of domestic resources 
ngr ( 1) t t 
ｾ＠ Rl . < pml j = 1 'J ( 2. 9) 
units: [GWyr] for fossil, [103 tons] for nuclear 
resuurces. 
pmi maximal annual extraction of domestic resource 1. 





ｾ＠ Spf.yf. Y. < O 
t-=t-S 1 J,m i -
pfi plant factor of technology i 
(2.10) 
yf. fraction of time in which load region m in demand ｊＬｾ･｣ｴｯｲ＠ j is operating. 
Market penetration coristraints 
Y t. t-1 - gam.Y. < g
1
. 
1 1 1 
(2.11) 
units: [ GW ] 
gami growth parameter 
g. parameter al lowing for a start-up of a tec hn ology . 
A m§rket penetration constraint is generated only if gam.iO . 
1 
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Emission of pollutants 
t ｾ＠ em. 1x. i,m i, i,rn (2.12) 
units: [emissions/GWyr] 
1 = krypton, tritium, co2, particul, nox, sox, hydcarb, 
* m- co 
emi 1 specific emission of pollutant 1 by technology i. 
'For the units of these emissions see the description 
of the input data in the next Section. 
si total emissions of pollutant 1 at time t. 
Concentration of pollutants 
units: [specific to pollutant] 
t21 half-life of pollutant 1. 
1 = krypton, tritium, co2 
Upper bounds for conservation technologies 
xI < ＮＱＵ､ｭｾ＠
uni ts: [GWyr] 
i = KLA, KLB, KGA, KGB 
j = LIQUID, GAS 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
* In order to ensure that the LP names generated by the 
matrix generator are unique, some real names had to be 
changed (see description of lines 33-34 in the input 
file). 
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Upper bounds on construction activities 
(2.15) 
units: [GW] 
｢ｶｾ＠ upper bound* on annual construction rate for technol-
1 
ogy i in period t. 
Upper bounds on annual imports of natural resources 
(2 .1 6) 
units: [GWyr] 
Although implemented in the program, there is no equation 
of this type in the documented version of the model. 
t px 1 maximal annual import of resource 1 in time period t . 
Cost and investment functions 
Operating costs: 
2 Ｕｘｾ＠ cur.s5 t - 2 · 5 
t . l ,m l , i ,m (2.17) 
units: (10 6 $74] 
Capital costs: 
i Ｕｙｾ｣｡ｰＮｓ Ｕ ｴＭ Ｕ ＨＱ ＭｴｶｴＩ＠
t . 1 1 
'1 (2 . 18) 
units: [106 $74] 
Optionally, fixed and lower bounds may also be specified 
(see description of input data in the next Section) . 
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Fuel costs: 
ｾ＠ 5Rt .re ·S5t-2.5 
t 1 J. l,j l,j 
' ' 
units: (10 6 $7lt] 
Investments: 
t ｾ＠ SY . cap. 
t . l l 
' l 
units: (10 6 $74] 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
ｾ＠ one year discount factor (here, the superscripts are ex-
ponents* ) 
curi current costs of technology i 
capi capital costs of technology i 
tv terminal valuation factor: S5C 14-t) if t>7, else tv=O. 
tv approximates the value of the capacity of the tech-
nologies that is still operating at the end of the 
planning horizon. This factor is included to correct 
the value of the objective function for the value of 
the energy supply system existing after the end of the 
planning horizon. 
rcl,j cost of resource 1, category j 
Objective function 
The objective function is the sum of operating, capi-
tal, and fuel costs. 
* The difference in the exponents of S in the various cost 
functions depends on the interpretation of the vari-
ables. 
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J. THE PARAMETERS 
This Section contains the basic information for using 
the matrix generator and running the model. Subsection 3.1 
is an explanation o f the variable and row names as they are 
used in the computer program. Subsection 3.2 describes that 
part of the input to the program which comprises parameters 
that can readily be changed, i. e. without change of any 
other data in the input file. 
3.1 Names 
Understanding the programs described here begins with 
an understanding of the ultimate output (the LP solution). 
Therefore we start this description by explaining the names 
of the LP activities and constraints (columns and rows). 
With the only exception of the cost functions all LP 
names consist of an 8-character string. In this string, the 
last three characters are reserved for the identification of 
the world region (place 6) and for the number of the time 
period (places 7 and 8). The first character is always a 
letter which identifies all variables or rows of one class. 
The meaning of the remaining four places (2 to 5) depends on 
this classification letter. These letters are i nterpretated 
individually below. 
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Just as the LP names are importan t for understanding 
the LP ou tput, there is another set of names behind the LP 
names (the understanding of which is even more crucial for 
preparing the input to the matrix generator), the input 
n am e s . The s e input n a n1 es c an be d iv id e d in to the n am es o f 
technologies, demand sectors, natural resources, man made 
resources, and pollutants. The input names are used to form 
the LP names, i. e. the LP name uses the initial letter of 
the input name. Thus, all names within eac h of the above 
mentioned groups of input names must start with different 
letters. However, input names in different groups may well 
start with the same letter (e. g. resource category "coal" 
and demand sector "coal" are different). There is one ex-
ception to these rules: Input names of te chnologies may 
start with the same letter since the distinction of variable 
(row) names can also be achived by other means. How this is 
done will be explained below. 
A variable (row) name in the LP matrix consists of 
eight characters of upper case letters, dots, and numbers i n 
exactly the same way as in the following list of names. A 
dot(".") is used to pack space. Lower case letters in this 
description stand proxy for other upper case letters with 
which the matrix ge nerator replaces them. 
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l·l·l List of Variables 
The X variables 
Xijnkwtt are the activities for the production of final 
energy. The meaning of the last three letters was explained 
above (world region and time index); Xis the classification 
character. 
i is the first letter of the name of the technology as it 
appears in the input file. 
j is the ·first letter of the demand sector that is sup-
plied by that technology. 
n is an additional identifier which can be used to distin-
guish technologies with names starting with the same 
letter, e. g . different versions 0f the same technol-
ogy . 
m is the number of the load region in demand category j if 
j has more than one category. If there is only one 
load region in a demand sector, m is replaced by a 
dot. 
Thus, for the program any technology is defined by the 
parameters i, j, and n. Therefore, different technologies 
must ｨ｡ｾ･＠ names that are different in at least one of these 
three parameters. Also, since the emphasis of this paper is 
on the computer program rather than on the model, from now 
on technologies will be described only i n terms of these 
. identifiers. 
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For example: XCEA1W05 is the name of the production 
activity of electricity by technology CEA (coal fired elec-
tric plant) in load region 1 in time period 5 and in world 
region "w". 
The Y variables 
Yijn.wtt are the construction activities for technology 
ijn. The meaning of the identifiers is the same as in the 
X-activities above, but there is no more need to distinguish 
between load regions. 
The R variables 
Rlm .• wtt are the natural resource activities. 
1 is the kind of the natural 
(e.g. oil, gas). 
resource considered 
m is the cost categ0ry. If an import category is defined 
for any kind of natural resources it is denoled by the 
highest "m'' in the corresponding group of LP names. 
The S variables 
Sl ... wtt are the stockpiles for man-made resources. 
1 is the kind of man-made resource (e. g. plutonium). 
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The I variables 
Il ... wt t are the emission variables. 
1 is t he kind o f pollutant emitted (e . g. tritium). 
ｬﾷｬﾷｾ＠ List of Row Names 
The sequence of the row names described here is the 
same as that generated by the sample program documented in 
Section 6 . 
FUNG objective function, equations (2.17), (2.18), 
(2.19) 
CCUR current costs, eq. (2.17) 
CCAP capital costs, eq. (2.18) 
FCST fuel costs, eq. (2.19) 
INVSTwtt annual investments, eq. (2.20) 
D.j.mwtt the demand equations, eq's (2.1) - (2.4) 
El .•. wtt balance equations for man-made materials , eq. 
(2.5) 
Ll ... wtt balance equations for natural resources, eq's 
(2.6), (2.7) 
Alj .. wtt availabilities of natural resources, eq. (2.8) 
Pl ... wtt maximal extraction of domestic resources , eq. 
(2.9) 
Cijnmwtt capacity equations, eq. (2 .1 0) 
Mijn.wtt market penetration constraints, eq. (2.11) 
Im •.. wtt emission constraints, eq. (2.12 ) 
Fm ... wtt concentration of pollutants, eq. (2.13) 
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l·l·l Other Names 
RHSn right hand side vector n 
BNDn bounds set n 
ｬＮﾷｾ＠ Numbers 
The numerical input for the matrix generator consists 
of two kinds or levels of information: the first kind is 
data that are straightforward to change, whereas the second 
are data that cannot, in general, be changed without chang-
ing the structure of the input file or without changing the 
amount of data required at other places. This Subsection 
will deal exclusively with the first kind of data·, the 
second kind will be described in the next Section. 
Before starting to discuss the content of the ｩｮｰｾｴ＠
file (a complete listing of which is given in Section 6 of 
this paper) some general remarks about its format are in 
order: 
i) The program assumes initialization of all vari -
ables to zero value. 
ii) The input is in card image form, i.e. not more 
than 80 characters can be in any one line. Column 80 must 
be blank. 
iii) The items of data are separated by an arbitrary 
number of blanks. Within these separators, the following 





for character strings 
for integers* 
for real numbers 
iv) If in any line, a daLa item starts with a sem-
icolon, the rest of this line following and i nc luding the 
semicolon will be interpreted as a comment and is therefore 
ignored. 
v) The end-of-input is an 'aL-sign'. 
The rest of this Subsection is the program description 
on the first level - it describes input data that can be 
readily changed. 
Line 2 Discount rate in percent. The on e-year 
discount factor [S = 1/(1+discount rate / 100)] 
is calculated by the program. 
Lines 5-12 The average annual demand figu r es for the four 
demand sectors in [GWyr], 13 entries, one for 
each (5 year) time period required. 
Line 13 Weights allocating the total demand of one sec-
tor to the load re g ions of this sector (factors 
pr . min eq's ( 2. 1) - (2.4)). Three factors 
arJ' for the three load regions of demand fo r 
electricity, the factors for the o ther three 
d emand sectors are all equal to unity si nc e 
they are not subdivided into load regions. 
Line 14 Duration of load regions, expressed in frac-
tions o f a year (yfj,m in eq. (2.10)). 
Lin es 17-19 Total availabilities of fossil fuels in
3 
[GWyr] 
and (the one) nuclear fue l in [10 t ons]. 
There is on2 entry f o r each fuel ty pe (coal,o il 
and gas) and each category (2 for coal, 3 f o r 
domestic oil, 1 for imported oil, 3 for natural 
gas , and 3 for natural uranium (rliml,j in eq. 
(2.8)) 
On some systems this means that 11 111 e. g . must be writ-
ten as " 000 1". This, because al l data are written to 







"Extra" switches. A "0" entry means no extra 
feature for this particular resource, the entry 
"1" in the second place means that the pr ice 
for imported oil rises at 2 percent per year 
till $ 30/bbl. This is the only way these 
switches can be used in the resour ce part s o 
far. Nevertheless , this genera l way seems to 
be the most practical way of programming since 
it ｨ･ｬｰｾ＠ to avoid frequent compilation of the 
source pr og ram. 
Upper limits (bounds) for the 
of domestic coal and domestic 
13 entries each (one per time 
in eq. ( 2. 9) ) 
annual extraction 
oil in [GWyr/yr], 
period). (pm1 .) 
'J 
The cost figures for natural r esources in 
[106 $/GWyr] for fossil fuels and [106 $/103 t] 
for natural uranium. They are in the same ord -
er as the figures for the availabilities above 
(rc 1 rn in eq. (2.19)). 
' 
Half-lives of pollutants (t21 in eq. (2.13)) . These entries also have a meaning as keys. 
Concentration constraints are generated f o r 
those pollutants that have a non-zero half-
1 ife. Additionally, the names of pcllutants 
must be grouped in such a way that all po llu-
tants with non-zero half-life come first . 
This is the beginning of the description of the 
technologies. Each technology is described by 
a standard set of data beginning with the name 
of the technology. The next two entries com-
plete the identification of the technology as 
described in the previous Subsection. The ex -
planation of the rest of the entries uses the 
example of the LWR in the sample input listing. 
The sequence of the coefficients is the same, 
of course, for all technologies. 
42.3 current cost in [106 $/GWyr]; cur in e q . 
(2.17) 
585. capital cost in [106 $/GW]; cap in eq. 
(2.18) 
1.5 growth factor [1 /period] ; gam i n eq . 
(2.11) This ･ｾｴｲｹ＠ is also used as a key : If it 
is equal to zero, no ma rket penetration equa-
tion is generated by the program. 
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2. Start-up factor [GWJ; gin eq . (2.11) 
.703 Max. plant factor [100 %]; pf in eq. 
(2.10) 
3*0. Fossil fuel consumption [GWyr-in /Gwy -
outJ; fcon in eq. (2.6). These zeroes are the 
consumption figures for the fossil fuels 
coal,oil and natural gas. For the nuclear fuel 
"natural uranium" as well as for the artificial 
fuel "plutonium" more than one coefficients are 
needed: 
.171 Natural uranium consumption [103t/GWyr] ; 
neon in eq. (2.7) 
.408 Natural uranium inventory [103t/GWJ; ninv 
in eq. ( 2. 7) 
0 . Natural uranium retirement [103t/GW]; nret 
in eq. ( 2 . 7) 
-.215 Plutonium consumption [t/GWyr]; qcon in 
eq. (2.5) 
o. Plutonium inventory [ t/GWJ; qinv in eq. 
(2 .5) 
0. Plutonium retirement [t/GW]; qr et in eq. 
(2.5) 
• 
4*0. Inputs from other demand sectors 
[ GWin/GW0 utJ; one entry for. each demand sector 
is needed; eff in eq's (2.1) - ＨＲ Ｎ ｾＩ＠
1 . 25 Historical annual growth rate of Y ac-
tivities. For technologies that have a non-
zero initial capacity (see next entry), this 
growth rate i s used for the ca lculation of the 
initial conditions (the Y activities f or time 
periods less than 1). As suming that the ini -
tial capacity of a technology consists o f all 
those plants constructed within the last 
30 years and that the construction activities 
for these technologies have increased at a con-
stant ｨｩｳｾ ｯｲｩ｣｡ ｬ＠ growth rate, the following 
formulae apply for the calculation of the ini-
tial conditions (see eq . (2 . 10)) : 
-t y 
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-5 1 Yo = co gr -
5(gr-30_1) 
t:1, ... ,5 
( 3. 1 ) 
This looks like a complicated formu:a but it 
has the advantage that only two paramaters must 
be specified. Of course, the ｩｮｾｴｩ｡ｬ＠ condi-
tions can also be explicitly specified if the 
matrix generator is changed. This is not a ma-
jor change and is described in Section 5. 
32.6 Initial capacity in [GW]. 
0 Key. If equal to 1 this key has to be fol -
lowed by 14 entries: the first entry denotes 
the kind of bounds to be imposed on t he Y vari -
ables. This descriptor is the same as it is in 
the MPS format in the input matrix (i.e. "fx" , 
"up" and "lo" are the ones in question specify-
ing fixed, upper, o r lower bounds, respective-
ly). The values of bounds that follow are used 
as keys too: no bound will be generated if the 
value of an entry is greater than 900. Any 
bound with zero value gets a "fx" entry in the 
LP input. 
0 Key. ｔｨｩｾ＠ is the last entry in the descrip-
tion of a technology except for the emission 
coefficients. It is used in the same way as 
the "extra" switches in the resource part of 
the input file. In the documented pogram, 
there are two possibilities for these extra 
switches: 11 111 means that a technology supplies 
only demand of load region 1 of "its" demand 
sector, "2" means that a technology is not al-
lowed to supply more than 15 percent of demand 
in its sector (here used for the conservation 
technologies). 
5.3e+5 ... 0.65e-01 Specific emissions of 
pollutants named in lines 33 and 34. The units 
are cu/GWyr for the ra dioactive pollutants and 
tons/GWyr for 211 others . 
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4. THE REST OF THE INPUT FILE 
In the previous Section only those parameters were 
described whose value did not have impact on other parts of 
the input file. This Section completes the description of 
the input file by giving the othe r parameters and the 
changes they cause at other places of the input file. The 
ranges for some parameters are limited because FORTRAN does 
not allow for dynamic allocation of storage. How to change 
these fixed ranges for the parameters will be described i n 
Section 5. 
Line 1 : Sometimes it happens (especially when a new input 
file is set up) that one is only interested in the 
control output of the matrix generator but not in 
the matrix itself. This can be achieved by set-
ting the first switch in this line to "1". Any 
other integer in this place will also cause the 
matrix to be generated . 
The second parameter switches the generation of 
the environmental submodel on ( if set to "1") and 
off (any other integer). Not generating the en-
vironmental submodel has also the effect that no 
input data (the names of the emittants, the half-
lives and the emission coeffi cients of the techno-
logies) are expected to be read by the matrix gen -




The third parameter (13 in the example given in 
Section 6) indicates for how many time periods the 
input data are given. Thus, whenever the program 
asks for one ｩｮｰｵｾ＠ parameter per time period, ex -
actly this number of input parameters per time 
period must be provided (an excellent occasion for 
erraneously setting up the input file* ). This 
parameter must be less than or equal to 15. 
The fourth pRrameter gives the number of time 
periods for which the model is to be set up (here: 
13). Of course, this number must be less than or 
equal to the previous one (usually used for test -
ing and set at a low va l ue). 
The next parameters (here: 5 and 6) are the length 
of a time period of the mode l in years and the 
length of the plant life of the technologies in 
periods. 
In that part of the input file which concerns the 
data for natural resources, both fossil and nu -
clear resources are treated in the same way. But, 
for the description of a techno l ogy a distinction 
must be made between (fossil) fuels which are sim-
There are many more sources of error, but it was decided 
that this was the lesser evil than the necessity to 
change the code of the matrix generator for different 
runs of the model. Also, running the matrix generator 
in "test mode" (The first switch is set to "1") effec -
tively discloses this kind of error (Input conversion 
error). 
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ply consumed at a certain annual rate depending on 
the output of a technology and (nuclear) fuels 
which are both consumed at a certain annual rate 
and r2quired for (and recovered from) inventories. 
Therefore, the natural resources must be divided 
accordingly, and the seventh parameter in this 
line (here: 4) is the number of the first resource 
of the second (nuclear) type. Using a normal FOR-
TRAN compiler this number cannot exceed the number 
of resources (line 15) nor can it be equal to 1 
for the same reason. In other words, at least one 
resource of either kind must be defined (even if 
it is not used by any technology). 
The last two parameters (here: "1" and "1") give 
the numbers of right hand side (RHS) vectors and 
bounds sets to be generated. Up to three RHS vec-
tors and two bounds sets are possible . For a 
quick reference, those (groups of) data that must 
be given for each RHS vector (bounds set) are sum-
marized. In this summary, the data are grouped in 
the same way as they must be grouped in the input 
file, i. e. a group of data must not be separated 
in the in the input file or, in other words, all 
data belonging to one grouµ must be specified for 




Right hand side 
- Demand figures (lines 5 to 12) and the parame-
ters for the distribution of demand into the 
load regions (line 13). 
- Availabilities of natural resources (lines 17 to 
1 8) • 
- Maximal extraction of domestic natural resources 
(lines 22 to 30). 
- Right hand side value of market penetration con-
straint (one parameter for each technology muat 
be specified; cf. description of technology da-
ta) • 
Bounds set 
Growth rate and initial capacity for the initial 
conditions (cf. eq. (3.1)), and the switch for 
bounds on the Y activities: if equal to 1, this 
switch must be followed by the kind of bounds 
to be generated and by its values as described 
above (Subsection 3.2). 
- Switches for annual imports restriction (line 
20). 
- Maximal annual imports of resources. 
The number of demand sectors Ｈｾ＠ 7), followed by 
their names. The number of demand sectors deter-
mines the number of load region data and the data 
for total demand (lines 4 to 10). Furthermore, in 
the description of the technologies (under the la-
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bel "other inputs") one parameter for each demand 
sector is expected. 
Together with the number of load regions per 
demand sector, other µarts of the input file are 
affected . These will be described below. 




one per sector. The data depending on these 
numbers are the distribution factors (line 13) and 
the durations of each load region (line 1 4) • In 
both cases one entry must be specified for each 
load region of each demand sector, the sequence 
being all data for the second one, etc. 
This is the beginning of the resource part of the 
input file. Its structure is very similar to the 
demand data part. Again it starts with the number 
of resources (< 5) followed by their names. The 
number of natural resources de termine s the number 
of parameters in line 20 (switches for the maximal 
extraction of domestic resources and maximal annu-
al imports) and line 2 1 (extra s witches) . In the 
description of technologies, one entry (the annual 
consumption) must be provided for each fossil fuel 
and three entries for each nuclear fuel (one each 
for annual consumpt i on , inventory requirement and 
inventory retirement at the end of plant life)* . 
Hecall the description o f line 1 in this Subsection for 
the differen ce between fossil and nu c lear fuels as 
recognized by the program. 
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Line 16: The first four entries in this line are the numbers 
of cost categories C< 4) of each kind of 
resources. These numbers refer to t he domestic 
resources only. Furthermore, one additi onal im-
port category can be specified with the second 
group of entries in this line. 
Lio€ 20: This line consists of two groups of switches: the 
first is for the limitation of annual extraction 
of domestic resources (cf. eq. (2.9)), and the 
second for the annual limits of imports (cf. eq. 
(2.10)). In either case, a constraint is generat -
ed on a "1'' entry and no constraint is generated 
on any other integer entry. For eac h switch that 
is set, a time series of data must be specified in 
the according place. 
Line 32: Number and names of man-made fuels Ｈｾ＠ 3). For 
each of them three entries must be provided in the 
description of the technologies (annual consump-
tion, inventory requirement, and retirement at the 
end of plant life). Again, in the present version 
of the program, the set of man-made fuels may not 
be empty for the same reasons as mentioned above. 
Lines 33-34: Number and names of emittants (< 10). Here it 
is possible to include no emittants at all in the 
model: By setting the switch in line 1 according-
ly, the environmental submodel is omitted in the 
matrix generation. 
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Line 37: Start of description of Ｈｾ＠ 25) technologies. 
This completes the description of the input file. The 
next Section describes the matrix generator in as much de-
tail as seems nessecary in order to implement major changes 
in the model. 
5. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
This Section contains the description of the FORTRAN 
program as listed in Section 6. It will focus on those parts 
of tl1e program that are most likely subject to change, and 
it will only touch lightly those parts that are likely to 
remain unchanged. It is assumed that the reader is already 
familiar with the structure of the input file. 
Before we start with the description of the program we 
give a list of variables and a summary of those changes in 
the declaration part of the program that must be made if one 
wants to increase parameter values beyond the limits 
described in Section 4. The list of variables appears 
twice, once ordered by the sequence in which the variables 
are defined in the program and once ordered alphabetically . 
If a variable has been explained in the description of the 
input file, the number of that line where it was explained 
will also be given . Some variables such as names that are 
printed in A-format in the control output or in the matrix 
will remain without further explanation. 
.. ｾ｡＠ -
List of variables 
The variables are ordered by their appearance in the input file. 
an alphanumeric constants 
itest switch for matrix generation (line 1) 






















number of time periods (input) (line 1 ) 
number of time periods (matrix) (line 1) 
length of time period [years] (line 1) 
length of plant life [periods] (line 1 ) 
number of first nuclear fuel (line 1) 
number of RHS vectors in the matrix (line 1 ) 
number of bounds sets in the matrix (line 1) 
discount rate [%] (line 2) 
annual discount factor (line 2) 
number of demand sectors (line 3) 
names of demand sectors (line 3) 
number of load regions per demand sector (line 4) 
annual demands [GWyr] (line 5) 
distribution factors for demands (line 13) 
maximum number of load regions in demand sectors 
duration of load regions [1/year] (line 14) 
number of natural resources (line 15) 
names of natural resources (line 15) 
number of categories per resource (line 16) 
switch for import categories (line 16) 




























maximal number of categories of resources 
switch for max. extraction of domestic 
resources (line 20) 
switch for import restrictions (line 20) 
extra switches (line 21) 
max 3 extraction of resources [GWyr] er [ 10 t] (line 22) 
max. annual imports [GWyr] or [:o3 t] (line 20) 
cost of resources [106 $/GWyr] or [106 $/103 t] 
(line 31) 
number of man-made fuels (line 32) 
names of man - made fuels (line 32) 
number of pollutants (line 33) 
names of pollutants (line 33) 
half-lives of pollutants (line 35) 
names of technologies (line 38) 
demand sector supplied by technologies (line 38) 
additional identifier for technologies (line 38) 
supply/demand conversion ratios (line 38) 
current costs [106 $/GWyr] (line 38) 
capital costs [106 $/GW] (line 38) 
growth factor (line 38) 
start-up parameter [GW] (line 38) 
plant factors [1 /year ] Ｈｬｩｮｾ＠ 38) 
number of fossil fuels 
consumption of fossil fuels [GWyr in/GWyr out] 
(line 38) 
consumption of nuclear fuels [103 t/GWyr] 
(line 38) 
















inventory retirements of nuclear fuels [103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
consumption of man-made fuels [103 t/GWyr] (line 38) 
inventory ｲ･ｱｵｩｲｾｭ･ｮｴｳ＠ of man-made fuels [103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
inventory retirements of man-made fuels (103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
specific consumption of final energy (line 38) 
historical growth rates for initial capacities 
(line 38) 
initial capacities (line 38) 
switch for upper bounds (line 38) 
type of upper bound (line 38) 
value of upper bound (line 38) 
specific emissions (line 38) 
number of technologies (line 38) 
number of pollutants for which concentrations are 
calculated (line 38) 
List of variables (ordered alphabetically) 
an alphanumeric constants 
beta annual discount factor (line 2) 
bk type of upper bound (line 38) 
bv value of upper bound (line 38) 
cap capital costs (106 $/GW] (line 38) 
cur current costs (106 $/GWyr] (line 38) 
d names of demand sectors (line 3) 
dem annual demands [GWyr] (line 5) 
dep initial capacities (line 38) 
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dr discount rate [%] (line 2) 
e names of pollutants (line 33) 
eff specific consumption of final energy (line 38) 
em specific emissions (line 38) 
eta supply/demand conversion ratios (line 38) 
fcon consumption of fossil fuels [Gwyr ｩｾＯｇｗｹｲ＠ out] 
(line 38) 
g start-up parameter [GW] (line 38) 
gam growth factor (line 38) 
gr historical growth rates for initial capacities 
(line 38) 
ial additional identifier for technologies (line 38) 
imm switch for import restrictions (line 20) 
imp switch for import categories (line 16) 
imr switch for max. extraction of domestic 
resources (line 20) 
ipl length of plant life [periods] (line 1 ) 
ise switch for environmental submode! (line 1) 
itest switch for matrix generation (line 1) 
i to demand sec tor supplied by technologies (line 38) 
iub switch for upper bounds (line 38) 
jf number of fossil fuels 
jfn number of first nuclear fuel (line 1 ) 
lp length of time period [years] (line 1) 
lr number of l oad regions per demand sector (line 4) 
lx maximum number of load re g ions in demand ｳ･ｾｴｯｲｳ＠
msr extra switches (line 2 1) 
mx maximal number of categories o f resources 
nbnd number of bounds sets in the matrix Cline 1 ) 
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neon consumption of nuclear fuels [103 t/GWyr] (line 38) 
nd number of demand sectors (line 3) 
ne number of pollutants (line 33) 
ngr number of categories per resource (line 16) 
nh number of pollutants for which concentrations are 
calculated (iine 38) 
ninv inventory requirements of nuclear fuels [103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
np number of technologies (line 38) 
nq number of man-made fuels Ｈｬｩｮｾ＠ 32) 
nr number of natural resources (line 15) 
nret inventory retirements of nuclear fuels [103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
nrhs number of RHS vectors in the matrix (line 1) 
nt number of time periods (input) (line 1) 
ntrun number of time periods (matrix) (line 1) 
pf plant factors [1/year] (line 38) 
pm ｭ｡ｸｾ＠ extraction of resources [GWyr] or 
[10J t] ( line 22) 
pr distribution factors for demands (line 13) 
px max. annual imports [GWyr] or [10 3 t] (line 20) 
q names of man-made fuels (line 32) 
qco n consumption of man-made fuels [103 t/GWyr] (line 38) 
qinv inventory requirements o f man-made fuels [103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
qret inventory r etiremen t s of man-made fuels [103 t/GW] 
(line 38) 
r names of natural resources (line 15) 
re cost of resources [106 $/GWyr] or [106 $/103 t] 
(line 31) 




s names of technologies (line 38) 
t2 ha lf- lives of po llutants (line 35) 
yf duration of load reg i ons [ 1/year] (line 14) 
Variable array ｳｩｺｾｳ＠
The following is a summary of parameters that influence 
the dimensions of o ther variables. Each parameter is f ol-
lowed by a list of tho se variables in which a dimension has 
to matc h the parameter in size. 
nt: t(nt) * , 
px(., . ,nt) 
bv( . ,.,nt), dem(., . ,nt), pm ( • 1 • , n t) , 
lp: tt(max {ipl(i)/lp-1}) * 
j fn : 
i 
fcon( . , jfn- 1), neon( . ,nr-jfn+ 1), 
nret(. , nr - jfn+1) 
n in v ( . , n r - j fn + 1 ) , 
nrhs: dem(nrhs,. ,.), g(nrhs,.), pm(nrhs,., .), px(nrhs,.,.), 
pr(nrhs,.,.), rlim(nrhs,.,.) 
n b n d : bk ( n b n d , . ) , b v ( n b n d , • , • ) , de p ( n b n d , . ) , gr ( n b n d , . ) , 
imm(nbnd,.), iub(nbnd, . ) 
nd: d(nd), dem(.,nd,.), eff( . ,nd), lr ( nd), pr( ., nd, . ), 
yf(nd,.) 
lr(j): pr( . , .,max {lr(j)}), yf(.,max { lr ( j)}) , an(max 
j '1 j {lr(j),ngr(l)+imp(l)})* 
j 
nr: imrn( . ,nr), imp(nr), imr(nr), msr(nr), ngr(nr), 
ne o n(. ,nr - jfn+1), ninv( . ,nr - jfn+1), nret(. ,nr - jfn+1), 
pm(.,nr), px(.,nr,.), r(nr), rc(nr, . ) , rlim( . ,nr,. ) 
ngr(l): re( . ,max 
l 
{ngr(l)+imp(l)}), rl im ( . , max 
1 
* If this pa rameter is changed, changes in the data initi-
ali za tin pa rt of the matrix gene rator must be made, 
t oo . See description o f co rrespo nding part o f the 
prog r am description. 
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{ngr(l)+imp(l)}) 
imp(l): rc(.,max {ngr(l)+imp(l)}), rlim(.,max 
l l 
{ngr(l)+imp(l)}) 
nq: q(nq), qcon(.,nq), qinv(.,nq), qret(.,nq) 
ne: e(ne), em(.,ne) 
nh: t2(nh) 
np: bk(.,np), bv(.,np,.), cap(np), cur(np), dep( .,np), 
eff(np,.), em(np,.), eta(np), fcon(np,.), g(.,np), 
gam(np), gr(. ,np), .ial(np), ipl(np), ito(np), 
iub(.,np), mst(np), ncon(np,.), ninv(np,.), 
nret(np,.), pf(np), qcon(np,.), qinv(np.,), 
qret(np,.), s(np) 
So far the program description has been oriented mainly 
towards the description of changes that may turn out to be 
desirable for an extended version of MESSAGE. To explain in 
full detail the full FORTRAN code documented would first re-
quire a rearrangement of the LP matrix by columns. That and 
a line-by-line description of the program will be omitted 
here. If one really wants to understand each statement of 
the program, one would have to work out a column-wise 
description of the LP matrix for oneself. In fact, the 
column-wise description of the matrix can almost directly be 
read from the program listed. The rest of this Section will 
give a rough guide through the program. 
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Declaration and initialization (lines to 28) 
Little needs to be said about this Subsection but that 
there might be some data left (from history) that are not 
being used in the sequel . The data statements for the ini-
tialization of the following variables have to be changed 
according to certain parameter changes (as indicated above) : 
t, tt, an, ipl. 
Line 30: This is a very local dialect. It defines logical 
unit 9 within the FORTRAN program. In many other systems 
this can be done only externally. 
Input file conversion (lines 32 to 47) 
This part processes the input file . It eliminates the 
comments and writes the data to an intermediate file (unit 
9), one in a line. On encountering the end - of-input ('at-
sign'), the intermediate file is rewound for subsequent use 
by the program. 
Input and control output (lines 49 to 356) 
Here, the values for the variables are read from the 
intermediate file and the control output is written to 
unit 6. Subroutine wr reads an integer variable from unit 9 
and prints it s valu e together with an 8- c har acter 
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information on the control output. Subroutine wrb(n,x) 
writes the real number x to the n-th pla ce Ｈｮｾ＠ 12) of a line 
without putting out a line feed. This subroutine is used to 
avoid the writing of too many zeros in the control printout : 
blanks are printed instead. Subroutine wrc prints d header, 
The programming of this part is straightforward, only some 
additional remarks might be helpful. 
Line 61: Calculation of the one-year discount factor from 
the discount rate. 
Lines 77 to 79: The variable lx becomes the maximum number 
of load regions. 
Lines 119 to 122: The variable mx becomes the maximum number 
of resource categories (domestic plus import). 
Line 192: This is the beginning of the loop for reading the 
data that describe the technologies. This loop does not 
expect to read ｾｯｲ･＠ than 100 technologies, which has been 
always sufficient so far. 
Line 193: On encountering an end-of-input on file 9 the loop 
is left. 
Line 208: The sign of gam(i) is reversed for later use iq 
writing the matrix. 
Line 226 to 227: Here the historical growth rate and the 
initial capacities are read. If the user prefers to specify 
the initial conditions explicitly, these two lines must be 
replaced accordingly, and the writing of the ｣ｯｲｲ･ｳｰｯｮ､ｩｾｧ＠
bounds must be modified as described below. 
Lines 322 to 323: The variables dep(n,i) whi ch have been 
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read as initial capacities become the (initial condition) yO 
according to formula 3.1. 
Lines 349 to 351: Variable nh becomes the number of those 
pollutants for which concentration equations are generated . 
Matrix generation (lines 362 to 663) 
The matrix is generated Qnly if the test switch is on (line 
360). The matrix is written to file 8, beginning with the 
problem narne. 
Lines 366 to 413: Definition of rows. The names and the se-
quence of the generation of row identifications were ex-
plained in Subsection 3 .1 . The type of a constraint is 
specified according to the requirements of the MPS-format. 
Lines 375 to 376: If the number of load regions of a demand 
sector is equal to one, the corresponding identifier (LP 
name) is a " " rather than a "1" for the sake of readability 
of the names in the matrix. These sequence of statements 
will occur more often below. 
Line 426 demonstrates the implementation of the ''extra" 
switches. Here, if the extra switch for technologies 
(mst(i)) is equal to one, no X-activity for a load region 
greater than one is generated. This feature is used for the 
technology "jetgas" in the input file. 
Line 481: Whereas the values of the initial conditions are 
specified in the bounds set, the columns that get fixed 
bounds are generated here. This is so only if the 
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corresponding value in bounds set one is non-zero. 
Lines 636 to 642: The values of the initial conditions are 
written here using formula 3.1. If the initial conditions 
were specified explicitly as indicated above, these lines 
must be modified accordingly. 
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INT!G!R AN(l0,,%AL(l5) 1 1MMC2,7) 
INT!G!R ｉｾｐＨＷＬＬｴｍｒｃｔＩＬ＿ｐｾｃＲＵＩＱｉｔｏｃｬＡＩＬｉｕＸｃｬＱＲＡＩ Ｑ ｾｒＨｔｬ＠




REAL ｃｕｒｃＲＡＩＬＰＡｍｃＳＬＱＬｴｓＩｾｄｅｾｃＲ Ｑ ｬＵＩ Ｑ ＡｆｆＨＲＵＬＱＩＬｅｍｃＲＵＬＱＰＩ Ｑ ＡｔａｃＲＵＩ＠
REAL FCON(l5 1 3) 1 Q(3125),GAMC2!),GR(2 1 25),MV(!) . 
REAL L0,NCONC25 1 !) 1 N?NV(25,!) 
REAL ｎｒｅｔＨｩＵ Ｑ Ａｾ Ｑ ｐｍｃｊ Ｑ ｙＬｬｓＩＬｐｘＨｊＬｔＬＱＹＩ＠




DATA ＡｾＱｄｦＬｈｓＬｋｌａ Ｑ ＸｃＯｴ＠ 1 ,;,;,15;,;,;,;l;I 




DATA INVST 1;r;,,N1,,v•,•s•,•T;/ 
DATA ｣ｍＱＬ｣ＱＱｾＱＮＬＱｾＱ＠
ｏａｔｾ＠ ｲＬＱｩｾＱ•Ｌ［Ｐｺｾ［ｩＹｊｩＬ•ＰＴｾＬ［ＱＡ Ｑ Ｑ Ｑ ｾＦ［ＬＬＰＷＧＬＧｾＸＧＬＧＰＹ Ｑ Ｑ Ｑ ＱＰ［Ｌ＠1•11 1 ,•12•,•1! 1 ,•t4•,•15•,•t6', 1 11•,•1s•, 1 1••,•a0•1 
DATA TT1•.q•,i.a•,••?'1'•6',•·s','•4','•! 0 ,•·•····l','0m•1 
DATA ANl'l' 1 '2•,i3•,'4•, 1 !•, 1 •i,;7;,•B;,;9;,,0'1 
CALL SfTFtLC9,;DD i) 
6 R!AtJ (5,65) I.! 
l.M(t)•BL 
Jll•PJ 
DO 8 %'11,BB 
IF tLSCt),NE.BL) GOTO 110 
ｊｘｬＡＢｊｐｾｴ＠
JP11t 
l' ｾｌｈＨｬＩｾＡｑ Ｑ ｋｌａＩ＠ OOTn ti 


























41 ?r ｴｊｘＬｇｔｾＰＩ＠ ｗｾ＿ｔｅ＠ t9,65) CLH(J,,Jfll1JX) t-3 
42 GOTrt 8 ::x:: t%j 
43 170 LH(t•JP,•LS(l' 
4 4 8 CONTlNU! 
trj 
0 
45 GOTO 6 ｾ＠
4f> 12 CALL ｃｾｏｓＡＬＨＹＩ＠ ｾ＠
4T CALL SETFILC9,;DD ') z 
48 c 
Ｂｾ＠ C•LL ｷｒｃＧｔｅｓｔｾｓｗ＠ ｾＬｬｔＡｓｔＩ＠ ｾ＠!10 CALL WR('!NVwSW ' 1 11!) t-3 
51 CALL WRC;P!RIOOS ｾＬｎｔＩ＠
::0 
H 
52 CALL ｗｒＨｩｍａｔｾＮｐｅｒＧＬｎｔｒｕｎＩ＠ x 
93 CALL ｗｒＨｾｖｒｓｉｐＮＡｾ＠ ｾＬｌＬＬ＠ G) t%j 
54 CALL wRC'PL Lt'! ' 1 lNPL) z 
55 CALL wRc•1, ｎｕｃＧｌｾＱｊｆｎＩ＠
t%j 
5., C•LL WRC'# CRHS) ',NRHS) ｾ＠
5'7 CALL wRc•• CBNOS)',N9ND) t-3 0 ::0 
58 c 
Ｕｾ＠ R!:AO (9 ,11) OR "O 




63 REAO (9,3) NO 
64 DO ｾｾ＠ J•t,ND 
&5 22 READ (9 1 11) DCJ) 
&6 00 ilf. J•t,NO 
ｾＱ＠ 136 R!AD(9,3) LR(J) 
68 c 
,9 00 t44 N•1 1 NRHS 
., el DO 84 ｊｾｴＬｎｏ＠
Yl 00 84 1<11,NT 
12 84 ｾｅａｾ＠ (9,11) D!M(N,J,K) 
13 D" f44 J•t,NO 
14 00 t44 M,t,LRCJ) I 




11 DO i40 J•t,ND 
?8 I' ｃｌｒｃｊＩｾｇｔＬｌｘＩ＠ ｌｘｬｾｒｃｊＩ＠
., 'J 14el CONTINUE 
80 00 ｾＺｓｦＬ＠ J•t,ND 
11 DO JJ6 ｍｾｬＬｌｒｦｊＩ＠ 1-3 82 13• R!An c•.1?) V'CJ,M) ::x: 
IJ CALL WRC(iLOAD DURATION ., ttj 
14 WRIT! (6,tJ) O l'%j 
8, DO J31 MU,L)( 0 
&• WAITE (6,t!) T(M) ｾ＠
'' 
DO JJ8 J•1 1ND ｾ＠81 l' ＨｌｒＨｊＩｾｇＡＬｍＩ＠ ｃａｾｾ＠ WRBCJ,Y,CJ,M)) 
•• 318 CONTlNU! ｾ＠
•a c 1-3 
•t DO t•6 Nttl1NRHS ｾ＠H 
•2 WRIT! C• 1!1' N,NRHS ::< ,, CALL WRC(iD!MANDS ,, G') 
94 WR1!£ C•,t3' n 
ttj 
z 
95 DO t01 l<tt,NT ttj 
•• 188 WRIT! (&,,1) T(K),(0!M(N,J,K) 1 Jl1 1 ND) ｾ＠,., c (5 
•a CALL ｷｒ･｣ＧｄＡｾ＠ OlSTRJBUT!ON') ｾ＠,, WRI!E (6, 13) D 
11210 DO t&& M1U,L.X 
\01 WRITE (6,15) T(M) 
U1ll DO J&& J•1 1 ND 
113 I' ｴｌｒＨｊＩｾｇｅ Ｑ ｍＩ＠ CALL WR8(J,PR(N 1 J,M)) 
114 U1• CONTINUE 
105 c 
106 R!AD ｃｾ Ｑ ＳＩ＠ NR 
10? DO ｾＲ＠ JJ.l,NR 
tee Ji ｾＡａＨＧＩ＠ (9,tt) IHJ) 
Ut• DO !& J•t,NR 
tte Ｓｾ＠ R!AO (9,3, NGRCJ) 
l 11 DO 300 L1111t,N• 
112 311 R!AD (9,3) tMP(L) I 
tlJ DO 82 Nllt,NRMS ti::. 
tl4 DD 81 J,t,Ni:t ti::. I 
11! JM,NGR(J)•IMf'(J) 
t1 .. 00 82 M,t,JM 
llT 81 R!AO (9,11) RLIM(N,J,M) 
111 c 











































IF ｴｊｈＬｇｔｾｍｘＩ＠ MX•JH 
100 CONTINUE 
00 t02 N1t 1 NRMS 
WRITE (6 1 51) N1 NRHS 
CALL ｗｾｃＨｩｈａｔ＠ AVA?LAB?LITY') 
ｾｒｉｔｅ＠ C6, 13) R 
00 i;2 101,MX 
WRITE (6 1 3!;, M 
DO j0! ｾＬＱＬｎｍ＠ , 
I, CNGR(L)•IMP(L).G!,M) CALL ｗｒＹＨｌＬｾｌｉｍｃｎＬｌＬｍＩＩ＠
102 CONTINI.IE 
00 !02 L1t,NR 
302 ｾｉａｄ＠ (9,J' IMRCL) 
00 31?. N"t 1 N8ND 
00 312 ｌｾｴＬｎｒ＠
31Z R!AO (9,3) !MM(N 1 L) 
00 Jf>m ｌＱＱＬｎｾ＠
J•0 R!AD (9,J) MIRCL) 
DO ifH!l NI l 0 NRMS 
DO 314 ｬＮｾｴ Ｑ ｎｒ＠
DO ,04 K•t 1 NT . 
I' (lMRtL,.!Q.1) R!AD (9,t7, PMCN1L1K) 
3a4 CONTlNU! 
CALL WRC(;MAX R!S !XTRACTN') 
WAIT! (6 1 13) R 
DO 2Etll 10 l 1 NT 
WlltlT! (6,15) TtlO 
DO P.60 ＱＬＮｾｴＬｎｒ＠
l' ｴｬｍｒｦｌＩＬＡｑｾｬＩ＠ ｃａｌｾ＠ WRBCL,PM(N 1 L1Kll 
i&0 CONTINUE 
00 328 ｎｾｊＬｎｂｎｄ＠ • 
WRITE (6 1 59) N,N8ND 
00 10& ｌｾｴＬｎｒ＠
DO ,e, Kt 11 NT .. l' ｦｬｍｍｦｎＬｾＩＬＡｑＮＱＩ＠ A!AD (9,t7) PX(N,L,K) 
lel6 CONTlNU[ 
CALL wNe(iMAX ANN IM,ORTS ., 
























101 DO 318 K,1,NT 
t61 Wl'!T! (& ,t 5) T (K) 
t63 DO J28 L.tt,NR 8 
U»4 I, ClMM(N,L).EQ.1) CALL WRBCL.1PiCN1L 1 K)) ::r:: tij 
ｴｾＡ＠ 328 CONTINUE 
ITj t•• 00 J08 ｌ•ｴ Ｑ ｎｾ＠ 0 l6T JMllMIUt CL) •!MP (L,) ｾ＠8 168 00 !08 J1t,JH ｾ＠16• !18 AfAD (9,t?) ｾｃＨｌＮ Ｑ ｊＩ＠ z 
1., 0 c ｾ＠t., 1 WRlT£ C• 1 5S) 
l 7 ;! CALL wRC(;MATERIAL COSTS ., 8 ｾ＠
173 WRlyE C&,tJ) R H x l T4 00 t06 ｍｾｬＬｍＩＨ＠
G'l 1T5 WstI!E (6 1 35) M tij 
1., ｾ＠ DO t06 J•1,Nll' z tij 
l 11 IF tNGRCJ)•!MPCJ).GE,M) CALL WRBCJ 1 RCCJ 1 M)) ｾ＠J., 8 UUt CONTINU! 8 
t .,, e 0 ｾ＠
110 R!AQ (9,3) NQ 
"O tat 00 t!l6 L1t,NQ 25 , .. 156 R!Ao C9.lt) Q(L) G'l 
t8J c ｾ＠184 l' ｴｬｓｅｾｎＡＬｴＩ＠ GOTO S•6 
185 R!Ar) (9,J) N! 
t8• 00 ｾＶＴ＠ M•t,N! 
18T 2'4 ｾＡａｮ＠ t9,tt) !(M) 
tee DO iT0 Ml!'t,N! 
, .. i10 AEAn (9 1 t1) T!(M) 
t90 c 
191 346 ｗｾｉｔＡ＠ (61?3) 
ＱｾＲ＠ DO JU' I•t,100 
19! R!AO (9,tl,!Nn•3!4) 8(1) 
t•o REA" (9D3) ITO(?) 
195 R!AO c<>,u ?AL(?) 
\96 e I ｾ＠ｓｾｔ＠ MEAD C9,tT) ETA(1' CT\ 
198 R!AO (9,t7) CURCI) I 
ＱＹｾ＠ R!AD (9,17) CAP(l) 
200 R!AO c•.tn GAMrl' 
101 00 322 N•t,NRHS 1-3 
10;! 322 ｾｅ•ｯ＠ c9,1f) G(N,I) ::i: tij 
l03 Fl!AO (9111) PF(l) l'rj 
ZQl4 c 0 
Z0'5 ｗｒｉｔｾ＠ C• 1 15) SCI) 1 0(%TCC1)),1AL(l)1ETA(t),CUR(i),CAP(l), ｾ＠1-3 
20• ＦｐＬＨｴＩＬｇａｍＨｉＩＬｃｇｃｎＱｉＩＬｎｾｬＬｎｒｈｓＩ＠ ｾ＠
201 c z 
Z08 ｇａｍＨｬＩｾ • ｇａｍＨｉＩ＠ ｾ＠209 c 
l 1 ei JF•JFN•1 
1-3 
::ti 
att DO 314 L•l,JF H :>< 
112 314 ｒｅａｾ＠ (9,t?) 'CON(I,L) 
213 DO 31() L. • JP'N,NR Gl tij 
214 ｒｅａｾ＠ (9,11' NCON(I,L) z tij 
21! R!AD (9 1 17) NINV(I,L) ｾ＠
216 ＳＱｾ＠ R!AO (9,11) NR!TCI,L) 1-3 
211 DO :ua L•t,NQ 0 ｾ＠
218 ｒｅａｾ＠ (9 1 11) ｑｃｏｎＨｴＬｾＩ＠ 't1 
Zl9 ｾｅａｏ＠ f9,1?) QINV(t,L) ｾ＠
2218 318 READ (9 1 11) QR!T(t,L) 0 Gl 
221 e ｾ＠222 00 321! J,1,ND 
22J 320 R!AO (9,11) EFF(I,J) 
2i4 c 
125 DO ｾＲｦＩ＠ N1t 1 NBNO 
ｺ｡ｾ＠ REAO (9,17) GR(N,t) 
l21 READ (9,11) OEPCN,I) 
i28 ｒｅａｾ＠ (9 1 3' tUB(N,1) 
ｾＲＹ＠ IF ClUB(N,I),EQ , 1) READ C91ll 8K(N,t) 
230 00 '2& K•1 1 NT 
!31 IF ClUB(N,I) 1 EQ 1 1) ｒｾａｏ＠ (9,11) 9V(N 1 I,K) 
Z32 32& CONTINUE 
233 RfAD (9,3) MST(?) 
234 c I 
235 IF ｃｬｓｅｾｎＡ Ｌ ＱＩ＠ GOTO 310 .I:» -....) 
23& 00 26& Mat,NE I 
231 266 ｒｾａｮ＠ (9 1 11) EM(I,M) 
138 310 CONTINUE 
21• c 
241!1 354 NPWt•l 
241 WRlTl C6,,5) NP 
ｾＴＲ＠ CALL wRC('!XTRA swtTCM!S ') 
243 00 3b8 1•1,NP 
244 IF fMST(I) 1 NE 0 0) WRIT! (6,81) SCt),OCITO(I)),IALCI),MSTCI) 
245 3&8 CONTINU! 
146 c 
241 DO ,51 !•1 1 NP 
i48 252 ＡｐｾｴｬＩｬＡｎｐｾ＠
i49 WRIT! (6,S!' 
250 CALL wRcc•Foss FUEL CONS ,, 
2!t WRITf (6 6 tJ) ＸｾＱＨｒＨｾＩＬｾ•ｬｲｊｆＩ＠
252 DO ti8 t1t 1 NP 
ＲｾＳ＠ WRiyE ＨｾＬＱＵＩ＠ S(I),D(ITO(t)),IAL(l) 
154 DO j28 ｌｾｴＬｊｆ＠
255 IP ｴｆｃｃｎｃｬ Ｑ ｾＩＮｎＡ Ｑ Ｐ Ｐ Ｉ＠ CALL WRBCL•1 1 FCON(I 1 L)) 
296 l!8 CONTINU2 
a51 c 
!58 ｗｒｉｔｾ＠ C&,SS) 
259 CALL wRe(iNUCL FU!L CONS ., 
ＲｾＰ＠ Wff!Tf (6 1 13) ｂｌ Ｑ ＨｒＨｌＩＬｾｉｊｐｎＬｎｒＩ＠
2&1 DO 48 1•1 1 NP 
ｾＶＲ＠ ｾｒｉｔ ｅ＠ (6,?5) S(I) 1 0C1TO(X)),IALCI) 
263 DO 48 ｌＧｊｆｎＬｎｾ＠
2&4 ｈｔｾｎｃｏｎｦｩｴｾＩ＠
265 IF tHYuN! 8 0 0 ) CALL ｗｒｂｃｾ･ｊｆｎ•ＡＬｾｔＩ＠
ＱＶｾ＠ 48 CONTINUE 
26? CALL WRC(iMAT INV!NTORIES ') 
268 WRITE (6 1 13) ｂｌ Ｑ ＨｒｃｌＩＬｾ•ｊｆｎＬｎｒＩ＠
26• DO &2 ｉｾｬＬｎｐ＠
270 WRITE (6,75) S(I),OCITOCI)),lALCl) 
211 DO ｾ｣＠ L'JFN,NR 
ＲＱｾ＠ ｍｔＬｎｉｎｖｃｉＬｾＩ＠
27l l, ｃｍｔＬｎｅｾＰｾＩ＠ CALL WRS(L•JFN•Z,MT) 
214 6! CONTINUE 
!15 ｃａｾｌ＠ WRC(iMAT R!TIREMENTS ') 
216 ｗｒｉｔｾ＠ (6 1 13) ＸｾＱＨｒＨｌＩＬｌＸｊｾｎＬｎｒＩ＠
211 00 64 IJt,NP 
118 WRlTI C•,75) ICI) 1 0(IT0Cl)),IAL(J) 






























. ' ' 28t IF ｃｈｔ･ｎｾ Ｑ ＰＬＩ＠ CALL WRB(L•J'N•2,HT) 
ｾＸＲ＠ 64 CONTINUE 8 
283 c ::r: tij 
284 WRITE (6 1 55, t'Ij 
185 CALL wRe(iSTOCKS CONSUMPTN') 0 
za• W"JTE (6,13) BL,Q ::0 8 
281 00 t•lll !•l1N'9 ｾ＠
288 WRITE Ｈｾ Ｑ ＿ＵＩ＠ S(I)aDCITOCI>l11AL1%) z 
ZA• DO ｴＶｾ＠ L1't,NQ ｾ＠ｾＹＰ＠ I' (QCONC!1L),N!,l 1 ) CALL ｗｒｂＨｌｾｬＬｑｃｏｎｃｴＬｌＩＩ＠
291 160 CONTlNU! 
8 
::0 
292 CALL wRC(iSTOCKS INVENTORY') H x 
293 WRlTE (6,13) BL.,Q 
21)4 DO t•t lwt,NI' G') tij 
19' WRITE (6 1TS) SCI),O(ITOCI)l,IAL(l) z 
i!q6 00 t62 ｌｾＱ Ｑ ｎｑ Ｎ＠ . 
tij 
ｾ＠
297 IF (QfNV(t,L),N! 1 l 1 ) CALL WAl(L•l,QlNY(l,L)) 8 
298 1&2 CONTINUE 0 
299 CALL wRc(iSTOCKI "!TJAIMNT') ::0 
31llfa WRiyE (6,13) 9L,Q trj 
301 DO tb4 ?•1 1 NP ｾ＠
302 WRITE ｃｾＬＷＵＩ＠ SCI),D(XTO(l)),?ALCI) 
G') 
303 DO t64 L•1 1 NQ ｾ＠
304 I' ｦｑｒｦｔＨｉＱｌｬｾｎＡ Ｑ ｬ Ｑ Ｉ＠ CALL WRBCL•l,QRETCI1L)) 
305 lf•4 CONT I NUE 
'"' 
ｗｾｉｔＡ＠ (6 1 55) 
J0T CALL wRcc•OTH!" ｉｎｾｕｔｓ＠ ,, 
101 W-IT! ＨＦＬｾＳＩ＠ Ｘｾ Ｑ Ｐ＠
J09 00 331 l•t,NP 
110 WRITE Ｈｾ Ｑ ＷＵＩ＠ S(I)oDCITO(I)),lAL(l) 
31i 00 J30 J111,NO 
!ll IF ｣ﾣＬｦＨ＿ＬｊＬＮｎ･Ｎ･ｾＩ＠ CALL WRB(J•t,EFF(I,J)) 
313 330 CONTlNU! I 1 ｾ＠
3 1 " c l.D 
3 1 '3 DO Ji4 N•t,NBND I 
JU, WRIT[ ＨＶ Ｑ ＵｾＩ＠ N,NBND 
J l'' CALL WRC(itNIT ｃａｾａｃｉｔｉＡｓ＠ ') 












































If JOIP(N,l, 1 Nl.1 1 ) D!P(N,J>1 . 
ｉｏＡＬＨｎＬｊＩＯｌｐｴＨｇｾｃｎＱｬＩ•ｴｃ•ｌｐＩ•ｬ･ＩｬＨｇｒＨｎＬｉＩ••ｃ•ｴＬｌｃｬＩ•ｌｐＩ•ｬＱＩ＠
JSZ CON,INU! 
CALL WRC(;lNTR ·RAT!S L:M ') 
DO 114 l•t 1 Nf' 






I' tHT.!Q,I,) ｈｙＨｎＩ•Ｇｾ＠ ' 
IF ＡｈｔＬｾＡｾＰＮａｎｏｾｈｔＮｌＡｰＹＱＱ Ｑ ＩＬ＠ JH1t 
I' tlU8(N,1) 1 !Q.11AND.lH,!Q.l) WRIT! C6o19) ｉｊｍ Ｑ ｾｙＨｎＩ Ｑ ＱｙＨｎＬｴＬｋＩ＠
124 CONTINUE 
WRITE C6,5S) 
CALL w•cc'!HlSStONI ,, 
ｗｾｬｔｉ＠ C•,l3) !L1E 
DO !14 t1t,NI' 
ｗｾｬｹｬ＠ (6 1 ,!) ｓＨｬＩＬｄＨＥｔｏＨｬＩＩＬＱａｾｃｬＬ＠
00 iT4 ｍ•ｬＬｾＡ＠ . 
I' f!M(!,M).N! 1 1 1 ) CALL ｗｾｬｴｍ•ｴＬＡｍＨＡＬｍＩＩ＠
274 CONTINUE 
00 !Tm M"t,NE 
IJ ＨｔＲＨｍＩｾｎ｛Ｎ･ＬＩ＠ ｎｈｯｾ＠
3Ym CONTINUE 
CALL ｷ•｣｣ｩｈａｾＬ＠ ｾ＿Ｌｉ＠ TIM!I ., 
WlltlTI (6 1 1J) ! 
WR I Ti tf>, ?) 
WRIT! (f,,fi1) (T!CM) 1 M1·1,NtO 
PROli.IM NAMf 




























!&2 ｗｾｉｔＡ＠ (8 1t•) ｾｎａｍＡ＠ t-3 
J&! c ::r: l:rj 




3ft6 WRITE CB,all ::t:1 t-3 
3bT WRIT! (8,4T) F,COIT ｾ＠368 WRITE (8 1 47) F,CCUR 
3&9 WRITf CA,47) ,,CCAP ｾ＠370 WRITf (8,41) ,,FCST 
J71 DO 214 1<•1 1 NT 
t-3 
::t:1 
l72 114 ｗｾｬｔｅ＠ (8,33) ,,!NYST,R!G,T(K) H x 
3TJ DO 2e. J111t,ND 
114 DO ｬｾ＠ M"l,L.R(J) G') l:rj 
115 lQ•AN(M' z 
376 I' tLR(J).!Q,1) tQ•DT 
l:rj 
ｾ＠311 00 I& K•1,NT 1-3 
ＳＷｾ＠ 2& ｗｾｉｔＡ＠ (8,33, GT,CD,OT,O(J),OT,lQ,REG,T(K) 0 ,,, DO {&8 L.•1,NQ ::t:1 
380 DO t68 IC•t 1NT ttj ::t:1 
J81 168 WRIT! (8 1 33l !Q,EQ1QCL),OT,DT,OT 1R!G 1T(K) 0 
Jli 00 76 L•t,NR 
G') 
]83 DO i4 K,1,NT ｾ＠
J8A 14 WRITE Ｈｾ Ｑ ＬＳＱ＠ LT1LT 1 R(Ll1DT1DT10T,R!GrTCK) 
385 JM•NGR(l.)+IMPCL.l 
J86 00 '7fJ Jat,JM 
381 WRITE (l,J!) LT,CA,R(L),AN(J),OT,OT,REG,TCNT) 
388 T& CONTINU! 
!84t 00 ,54 J 11!1, NR 
390 00 ｾＵＴ＠ l<•l 1NT 
3•t l' ｴｉｍｒｴｊＩＬｎﾣ ｾ ｬＩ＠ GOTO as• 
｝ｾＲ＠ WRITE (8 13!) LT1XP,R(J)1DT,OT,OT,R!G,T(K) 
ＳｾＳ＠ 254 CONTINUE 
3cu DO 90 1•1,NP I 
]9! ｍｍ ｾ ｌｒｃＱｔｏｃＱＧＩ＠ V1 ...... ,., DO q0 Mlllt,MM I 
J9'f lQIAN(Ml . 
34'8 IF ｴｍｍ Ｑ ＡｑｾＱＧ＠ IQ•OT 
J9• DO •0 Ktt,NT 















4 1 '5 
416 



























00 ｾＰＲ＠ t1t 1 NP 
00 l0i! 1<•1 1 NT 
I, (GAM(!),NE.0.) WRIT! C8,J3) 
ILT1cM,$Cl)10CITO(l)),?AL(l),oT,REG,T(K) 
202 ｃｏｎｲｬｎｕｾ＠
IF !ISE.N!,1) GOTO !48 
DO ｾＱＸ＠ M•H 1 Nf 
DD i78 K1U,NT 
ｾＱＸ＠ WRITE (8,3!) Ａｑ Ｑ ｘｉ Ｑ ＡＨｍＩＬｏｔＱｄｔＱｄｔＬｾＡｇＬｔＨｋＩ＠
DO t!80 M•t ,t'4H 
DO ｾＸＰ＠ K•1 1 NT 
280 WRIT! (8,33) F,X, 1 E(M),OT,DT,DT 1 R!G1TCK> 




DO JI M•t,MM 
IQ1AN(M) 
X • COLUMNS 
I, ＨｍｍＬＡｑｾｴＩ＠ IQ•OT 
DO !I Ktt,NT 
C ### ONLY FOR I.PAD ａＡｾｉｾｎ＠ l 
IF CMSTC?),!Q,1,ANO,M.G!,2) GOTO 38 
ｑｑｾｾｐ•ｃｕｒＨｬＩ•ｂｅｔａ••ｃｌｐ•ｋ•ｌＬｩＲＬＩ＠
l' fQQ,NE,e,) ｗｒｉｔｾ＠ (8,49) X1S(I)10CJ,,tALCl),IQ,REG,TCK),COST,QQ 





25a 00 f41 L•t,J, 
HT•rCoNCI1L? 
I' (HT,NE,e.l WRIT! ＨＸｾＳＷＩ＠ .,8(J),DCJ),%AL(t),1Q,REG,TCK), 
ILT,R(L),DT 1 0T,DT 1 R!G,T(K),HT 
&!40 CONTINUE 
DO 40 L•Jf'N,NR 






























442 IF (HT,NE.0.) WRITE (8,J?) ｘＱｓｃ＿ＩＬｏｃｊＩＬｉａｾＨｉＩＬＱｑ Ｑ ｒｅｇＬｔｃｋＩＬ＠
443 &LT,R(L),DT,oT,oT,R!G,T(K),HT 
444 40 CONTINUE 
445 DO i54 L•l 1 NQ 
44& IF ｾｑ｣ｏｎｃＡＱｌＩＮｅｑ Ｑ Ｐ Ｑ Ｉ＠ GOTO 1!4 
441 HT1QCONCt1L)•LP 
448 lF ｴｈｔ Ｑ ｎ｛ｾＰＮＩ＠ WRIT! (8,37) ｘＬｓＨｴＩｾｏＨｊＩＬＥａｌＨｴＩＬｬｑ Ｑ ｒｅｇＬｔｃｋＩＬ＠
44q &EQ 1 Q(L),OT,OT,OT,R!G,TCK),MT 
450 154 CONTlNUE 
451 c 
452 00 \46 ｌｾｴＬｎｄ＠
ＴｾＳ＠ MT•-EFF(I,L' 
454 ｬｾｇＮｉｑ＠
455 IF /lR(L),!Q,t) IQQ•DT 
45& IF tHT,Nf.0 0 ) WRIT! ＨＸｾｓＷＩ＠ X,S(t),DCJ),IALC?),lQ,REG,T(K), 
457 &CO,oT,DCL) 1 DT1ISQ,RIG,T(K),HT 
458 ＱＴｾ＠ CONTINUE 
459 1' ｃｉｓｅｾｎｅＬＱＩ＠ GOTO 38 
4&0 DO 288 L•11NE 
4&1 IF ｾｅｍＨｬＬｌＩｾｎｅＮＰ Ｑ Ｉ＠ ｗｾ＿ｔＡ＠ (8,3?) X1 8(I),0(J),1AL(l),IQ,REG,TCK), 
4•2 &XI,!(L),OT,oT,oT,R!G,T(K),!M(l,L) 
4&3 2A8 CONTINUE 
4&4 38 CONTINUE 
ＴＶｾ＠ c 
ＴｾＦ＠ C IC • COLUMNS 
061 c 
468 DO 14 l•t,NP 
4&q J•ITOCl) 
ＴＷｾ＠ JH•?PL(t)•l 
411 Oa 14 Kat,JM 
4TZ MM'LACJ, 
413 00 ?4 M•t,MM 
414 JQ•&NtM) 
415 IF ＨｍｍＬｅｑｾｬＩ＠ ｴｑｾｏｔ＠
416 DO ?4 lT•1,K . 
411 lF ＨｄＡｐｃＱＬｉＩ Ｑ ＡｑｾＰＬＩ＠ GOTO 74 






























481 WRiyf (8 137) ｙＱｓｃｴＩＱｄｃｊＬＬｬａｌＨｉＩＬＰＷＬｒｾｇＬｔｔＨｋ•ｉｐｌｃｉＩ•ｬｬＩＬ＠
482 &C1StI)10(J),IALCt) 1 IQ,R!G,TCIT),HT 
483 c 
484 242 lF ｴｇｾｍＨｉＩＬＡｑ Ｙ ＰｾＩ Ｎ ｇｏｔｏ＠ 74 
485 I' fK.EQ 1 JH.ANO,M 1 EQ 1 l 1 AND 1 IT 1 fQ,K) WRITE (8 1 37) ＴＸｾ＠ &Y,Sfl)1D(J),JAL(I),OT,RfG,TTC10) 1 
481 ICM 1S(I),DCJ) 1IALCI)10T,REG,T(l),GAMCI) 
488 14 CONTINUE . 
ＴＸｾ＠ c 
490 C Y • COLUMNS 
491 c 
492 DO 50 l,t,NP 
493 00 50 K•t,NT 
A94 JalTO(l) 
495 ｑｑ•ｌｐｴｃａｐｃｬＩｴｾｅｔａ•ｴＨｾｐ•Ｈｋ•ｬＩＩ＠
496 IF ｾｋＮｇｔＬｎｔ•ｉｐｌｃｉＩＩ＠ ｑｑｾｑｑｴｃｬ Ｑ •ｂｦｔａ••ｃｌｐ•ｃｎｔ•ｋＫＱＩＩＩ＠
491 IF ＡｑｑＬｎｅｾＰｾＩ＠ WRITE ＨｾＱＴＹＩ＠ v,S(J),O(J),IAl(I),oT,REG,TCK),COST,QQ 
498 I' tQQ,N!,0.) WRIT! (8,49) Y,S(I),O(J),?AL(I),OT,REG,TCK),CCAP,QQ 
499 I, ＨｑｑＬｎＡＮＰｾＩ＠ ｗｾｉｔＡ＠ (8,37) v,sct>.D(J),IAL(?),OT,REG,TCK), 
!00 &INVsT,R!G,T(K),CAP(I) 
501 l, ｦｇａｍＨｊＩＬｅｑｾ･ｾＩ＠ GOTO 230 
502 WRITE (8 137) Y,S(I)10CJ>1IAL(l)10T1Rf01T(K), ｾＰＳ＠ &CM1S(J),OCJ),IALCii1DT,REG,T(K),C1 




ｾｾｾ＠ DO 52 ｍｾｴＬｍｍ＠
50q ｉｑｾＦｎＨｍＩ＠
510 IF (MM,£Q:l) IQ•OT 
511 00 ｾＲ＠ IT•K1IX 
512 ｍｔｷＮｾｐｴｐｐｃｬＬｴｖｆＨｊＬｍＩ＠
513 IF ｃｬｔＬｇｔｾｎｔＩ＠ GOTO 52 
514 WRITE (8,37) ｙＬｓＨｴＩＱｄＨｊＩＬｉａｾｃｬＩＬｏｔＬｒｅｇＱｔＱｋＩＬ＠
515 &C,Stl)1DCJ),IAL(I),JQ,R!G,TCIT),HY 
516 52 CONTINUE 
51' DO ｾＸ＠ ｾＬｊＬｎＬｎｒ＠
518 ｈｔ•ｾｬｎｖＨｉＬｌＩ＠






























522 IF CKH1GT.NT) GOTO S8 
Sc] ｈｔｷｾｎｒｅｔｃｾﾷｾＧ＠
524 IF (HT,NE.0,) ｗｾｬｔＡ＠ (8,31) 
5l5 ＦｙＬｓｴｉＩＱＰＨｊｬＬ＿ａｌｃｉＩ Ｑ ＰｔＬｒｅｇＬｔｃｋＩＬｌｔＬｾｃｌｬＱｄｔＬｏｔＬｏｔＬｒｅｇＬｔＨｋｾＩＬｈｔ＠
ＡＲｾ＠ 58 CONTINUE 
521 00 t51 L!t,NQ 
ＵＲｾ＠ ｍｔｉｑｉｎｖｃｬＬｾＩ•ｌｐ＠
529 IF tHT,N!.0,) WRIT! ca,JT) 
,30 &v,sri)1D(J),tAL(I),DT,REG,T(K),EQ,Q(L),DT,OT,oT,REG,T(K),HT 
531 KM•M•JPL(tl 
ＵＳｾ＠ I' ｴｋｈ Ｑ ｇｔｾｎｔＩ＠ GOTO 152 
533 MT•.QRETCI1Ll•LP 
534 IF ＨｈｔＬｎｅｾＰｾＩ＠ WRITE ce,37) 
535 ＦｶＬ｡｣ＱＱＬｯ｣ｊＩＬｬａｌｃｬＩＬｏｔＬｒＡｇＬｔｃｋＩＬＡｑＬｑＨｌＩＬｄｔＬｾｔＬｏｔＬｒＡｇＬｔＨｋｾＩＬｈｔ＠
5J6 ＱｾＲ＠ CONTlNU! 
537 50 CONTINUE 
ＵＳｾ＠ c 
539 C R!SOURC! • COLUMNS 
540 c 
541 HT•LP 
542 00 54 ｊｾｴＬｎｒ＠
ＵＴｾ＠ ｊｈｾｎｇｒＨｊＩＫｉｍｐＨｊＩ＠
!44 00 54 Ma1,JH 
545 DO !4 K,1,NT 
5A6 ｑｑ•ｾｃＨｊＬｍＩ＠
547 C ##t JMPORT ｐｒｉｾｅ＠ ,OR OIL RISES AT 21 PER V!AR TILL S3019BL 
548 IF ｴｍｓｒＨｊｬＬｎＡＬＱＮＰｒＬｍＬｌｅＬｎｇｾｃｊＩＩ＠ GOTO 40! 
ＵＴｾ＠ ｑｑ•ｑｑｴｬｾｂｚ••ｃｌｐｴｋＩ＠
550 IF ｴｑｑＬｇｅｾＱＵＴＬＵＩ＠ QQ•l54 1 5 
551 400 ｑｑ•ｌｐ•ｑｑ•ｓｅｔａＪＪＨｾｐｾｋＮｾｐＯＲ Ｑ Ｉ＠
552 C tt# tMPORT!D OIL PRIC! RISES AL 1X PER YEAR 
553 l' ＨｍｓｒｴｊＩＬｅｑＬＡｾａｎｄＬｍｾＡｑＬｎｇｒＨｊＩＧ＠ ｾｑ•ｑｑ•ＱＬＰｬ••Ｈｾｐ•ｋＩ＠
554 IF Ｈｑｑ Ｐ ｎＡＬＰｾｪ＠ ｗｾｬｔｦ＠ ＨＸＬＴｾＩ＠ CR1R(Jl1AN(M) 1 DT,OT,REG,TCK),COST,QQ 
555 ｉｾ＠ (QQ,NE.0.) ｗｾｉｔｅ＠ ca,49, ｃｒＬｒＨｊＩＬａｎＨｍＩＬｏｔＬｏｔＬｒｅｇＬｔＨｾＩＬｆｃｓｔＬｑｑ＠
55& WRITE (8,17) ｃｒＱｒＨｊＩＬａｎＨｍＩＬｏｔＱｄｔ Ｑ ａｅｇｾｔＨｋＩＬｌｔＬｒｃｊＩＬｏｔＬｏｔＬｏｔＬｒＡｇ Ｑ＠
551 IT(K)1CHt 
558 I' ｃｍｾｾＡＬｎｇｒＨｊＩｾａｎｄＬｉｍｒＨｊＩＬＡｑＬＱＧ＠ WAIT! (8,JT) 
55q &CR,RCJ),AN(M),DT,DT,R!G1TCK),iP,ACJ),OT,OT,OT,R!G,TCK),Cl 









































































DO t50 L•1 1 NQ 
DO t!I l<"ttNT 
STOCK • COLUMNS 
ｗｾｉｔﾣ＠ (8 1 !7' ｍｓＬｑＨｌＩＬｏｔＱｄｔＱｄｔＬｾＡｇＬｔｃｋＩＬｅｑＬｑＨｌＬＬｏｔＬｏｔＬｄｔＬｒｦｇＬｔｃｋＩ＠
& , c: 1 
IF ＨｋｾｎＡＬｾｔＩ＠ WR!T! (1 1 37) 
ＦｈｬＬｑｃｾｬＮｯｔＬｏｔＬｏｔＬｒＡｇＬｔＨｋＩＬｦｑＬｑＨｌＩＬｄｔＬｯｔＬｯｔＬｒｅｇＬｔＨｋＫｬＩＬｃｍｴ＠
ＱｾＰ＠ CONTlNU! 
fMtSSlON • COLUMNS 
I' tlSE,NE 1 l) GOTO 3!0 
DO 2.,8 Mlt 1 NE 
DO ｾＶｒ＠ 101 1 NT 
WRIT£ (8,37) 8,!(M),DT,OT,OT,R!G,T(K), 
&XI 1 !(M),OT 1 DT,OT 1 R!G 1 T(K),CMl 
00 26, l<l•K,NT 
l' (H,GT,NH) GOTO 2•8 
ｍｔｴｬ･ｴＪｃｾ•ｃｋ•ｋｴＩｉｔＲＨｍＩＩ＠
WRITE (8 1 37) 8 1 !(M) 1 0T,OT,OT 1 REG 1 TCK), 
IXF1!CM),OT1DT10T,REG1TCK1),MT 
a&e CONTINU! 
350 WRITE (8 1 2!) 
DO 92 N•l,NRHS 
DO 78 J•t,ND 
MM•LRCJ' 
DO 78 M9'1 1 MM 
IQl!AN(M' 
RIGHT HANO SIDE 
I IF (MM,EQ,l) tQ•DT 
01) T8 K•1,NT 
ｍｔｾｄｦｍＨｎＬｊＬｋＩ•ｐｒＨｎＬｊＬｍＩ＠
78 WRITE (8,!J' N,CD 1 DT,O(J),OT,JQ,REG,T(K),HT 





























602 OQ 81 M•t,JM 8 
60] IF ｾｒｌｉｍＨｎＬｊＬｍＩＮｎｅＬｉＬＬ＠ WRITI ｣｡ＬｾＡＬ＠ ::x: ti:l 
HJ4 ＦｎＬｃ•ＱｾＨｊＬＬａｎＨｍＩ Ｑ Ｐｔ Ｑ ＰｔＬｒＡｇ Ｑ ｔＨｎｔＩＬｾｌＡｍＨｎＬｊＬｍＩ＠ 'Tj 
605 80 CONTINUE 0 
'"' 
DD !06 ?•l,NP 
!:ti 
8 
607 J'ITO(l) ｾ＠601 DO je' K•t,NT 
60• IF rGAM(I),NE.e,) WRITf (l,5J) ｾ＠
610 ｉｎＱｃｍＱｓｃｴｬＬｏＨｊＩＬｉａｌＨｬＩＬｄｔＬｒｅｇＬｔＨｋＬｾｇｃｎｲｉＬ＠ 8 
f) 11 20& CONTINUE !:ti 
612 00 z56 J,t,NR 
H 
x 
•t! DO 25• K!H, NT G) 
f.114 IF ClMR CJ) ,EQ.1) trj 
615 &WRITE (8,53, ｎＬｘｐ Ｑ ｒＨｊＩＬｄｔＬｄｔＬｏｔＬｒｅｇ Ｑ ｔｴｾＩＬｐｍＨｎ Ｑ ｊＬｋＩ＠ z ti:l 
616 256 CONTINUE ｾ＠
f.ll7 qa CONTINUE 8 0 
&18 c !:ti 
ＦＱｾ＠ c 90UND& S!T trj 
620 c !:ti 0 
621 WRtTE ca,2n G) 
•22 00 96 N•t,NBNO ｾ＠
•21 00 t91 I,l,N' 
•Z4 JtlTC(l) 
625 C ### UPPER BOUNPS O' l!j O!MANO 0, RHS 1 
•2• l' ＨＢｓｔＨｬＩ Ｑ ｎＡＬＲ Ｑ ａｎｄ｡ｾｓｔＨｉＩＬｎｦ Ｑ ＴＩ＠ GOTO 35& 627 DO !58 ｍｾｴｲｬＮｒＨｊＩ＠
•28 IQ•AN(M) 
f>24 !F ｃｾｒＨｊＩＬＡｑＸＱＩ＠ ｉｾ•ｏｔ＠
6ll'l 00 '!58 l<at 1 NT 
•31 ｍｔＬｾｬＵ•ＰＡｍＨｴＬｊＬｋＩ＠
113l c ### RIAD DI,FERENT UPP!R BOUNDS 
•33 l' ｦｍｓｔＨｉＩ Ｑ ｅｑｾＴＩ＠ R!AO <•111) MT 
6J4 HT•MT•PA(t 1J,M) I 
ft!5 358 WA!Tl ＨＸＬｾｬＩ＠ ｕｐＬｎＬｘＱｓｃｬＩＬｄＨｊＩＬｬａｾＨＡＩＬｊｑＬｒＡｇＬｔｃｋＩＬｈｔ＠ U1 -...I 
•3& 35b JH•JPL (I)• l I 
t.31 DO J'" ｋ•ｴＬｊｾ＠ . 
•:SI l' ｴｏｅｐＨｬＬｉＩＬＡｑＮ･Ｎｾ＠ GOTO t•e 
•l• HTU.11 
64e ｉｾ＠ ｴｄＡｐＨｎＬｬＬＬｎｅＬ･ｾＩ＠ ｈｔ•ｄｅｐＨｎＬｬＩ•ｇｒｃｎ Ｑ ＱＩ••ｃＨｋｷｊｈＩｴｾｐＩ＠
.. , WRITl (8,•l) ｆｘＬｎＬｙＱｓＨｴＩＬｏＨｊＩＱｬａｾｃｬＩ Ｑ ｄｔ Ｑ ｒｅｇＬｔｔＨ••ｉｐｌＨｬＩ•ｬＱＩ Ｑ ｈｴ＠
.. , t'JI CONTINUE 1-3 ::z: 
•4S DO '4"1 L•l,N" ttj 
644 00 J40 lhat 1 NT ｾ＠
64! I' flMM(N,L)oNlel) IOTO S•I 0 ::ti , .. HT 'l,lft 1-3 
647 l' C'X(N,L,K),,Q.1 1 ) HT•'X ｾ＠
•41 WRIT! Cl,61) ｈｔＬｎＬ･ｒＬｒＨｾＩＬａｎＨｎｇｾＨｌＩ•ｬＩＬｏｔＬｯｔＬＢＡｬＬｔＨｋＩＬｦｴｘＨｎＬｾＬｋＩ＠,,, 341 CONTlNU! ｾ＠
•'SI c 1-3 
ＶｾＱ＠ DO t• l•l,N' ｾ＠H 
652 00 •• K•t,NT :>< 
6!J l' ClUB(N,J).fQ.I) GOTO •• Ci) 
ttj 
•5• HT19Y(N,?,K) z 655 ｈｕｾ･ｋ＠ (N. n ttj 
&'5& l' ＨｈｔＬＡｑＬＱＮＩ Ｎ ｈｕｾｦｘ＠ ｾ＠
651 I' fHT,Lf.9"11,) WRITE Cl16l) C5 651 ＦｈｕＱｎＱｙＱＸＨｴＩＬｏｃｉｔｏＨｊＩＩＬｬａｾＨｬＩＱＰｔ Ｑ ｒＡｇＬｔＨｋＩ Ｑ ｈｔ＠ ｾ＠
.,. q. CONTINUE 'ti 
661 c ｾ＠
661 WRITE (8,30 Ci) 
••2 c ｾ＠
••! STOP 664 c 
665 t ,ORMAT fl2A4) 
666 J POAMAT Cl4) 
661 5 '0RMAT (6AI) 
••• 1 F0fh4AT (' 'l 669 9 ,ORMAT C2A4) 
61, 11 ,ORMAT (Al) 
671 tS '0RMAT (1,llX,t2(ZX,A8)) I 672 19 ,ORMAT ｃＱｍ Ｑ ａＸＬｬＲｃＧｴｾＴＬＱｘＩＩ＠ U1 
67! tT ,OAMAT (G12,5l (X) I 
. '" 
19 'ORMAT ｴＧｎａｍＡｾＱｴｬｘＬａｉＩ＠
611 11 ｾｏｒｍａｔ＠ ｣ﾷｾｯｷｳ•Ｉ＠
6?• 2] Ｌｏｾｍａｔ＠ c•eOLUMNS') 
•1? 25 ,ORMAT C'RMl'l 
618 27 ,ORMAT c•eouNnt'l 
''' 
Ｒｾ＠ ｾｏｾｍａｔ＠ ('RANGES;) 





























., t 1 
1 l z 








33 FORMAT c1x,A1,2x,&At,AZ) 
35 FORMAT c- GRA0f',I2) 
31 ｾｏｾｍａｔ＠ (4X 1 ZC6At 1 AZ1ZX),,li15) 
41 FORMAT (i3x.1ac;ci,!1,•>',TX)/) 
Ｔｾ＠ FORMAT (I,; *** DXICOUNT RATI ;,,5,1,' I') 
41 FORMAT c1x,A1,2x A4, 
t• ｾｏｒｍａｔ＠ (4X,6Al,At 1 1X,A416X1Ft2 1 5) 
51 ｆｏｾｍａｔ＠ (; ｏｾｎｄＧｾａｬ Ｑ ＴｘＬｬＲＨｆＹＬＴＬｉｘＩＩ＠5J ,ORMAT (4X 1 'AHS' 1 1t1•W,6At,Al12X,,12 15) 
5! 'ORMAT f't') 
51 'ORMAT C'tRHI •,It,' OF ',Il,I) 
59 FORMAT C'18DUNOS SIT 1,11,• 0, 1,ll/) 
•t FORMAT c1x,A2,' DND'1ll16X16At,Az,ax,,12,5) 
•3 ｾｏｒｍａｔ＠ (II' *** t O' LOAD R!GICN8 1 1 1214) 
&5 ,ORMAT caeAl) 
67 ｆｏｾｍａｔ＠ (l!X,SICGil 1 !)\ ｾｱ＠ ,ORMAT ('0ALTERNATSV! 1 2X,A2/) 
11 'ORMAT (lX,t2C,CJ,4,1X)) 
13 ｆｏｾｾａｔ＠ ＨｦｴｎａｍｅＧＬＴｘＬ Ｑ ｔｯＧＬＱＰｸＬ•Ａｾｦｬｃｉｅｎ･ｶ•ＬＴｸＬ Ｑ ｣ｵｒｒｅｎｔＬＧ＠
ＧＧＧｃａｐｉｔａｾ＠ COST ｐｾａｎｔ＠ FACTOR GAMMA(MP) ' 1 4HRHS-,'S (MP) ' //) 
1! FORMAT r1x,!CA81lX,,At,2X,9(G12.5,, 
11 PORMAT C!tX 1 'GAOWTM AAT!S lNtT CAPACI TIES') 
19 FORMAT (tX 1 ?4 1 2X 1 8(Af,2X,G12,5)) 
81 ｐｏｾｍａｔ＠ ClX12(A81iX)1Al1!X,I3) 
85 Ｌｏｒｾａｔ＠ tli' *** • ,13,• ｔｅｃｈｎｏｾｏｇｉｅｓ＠ •ｾ • Ｇ Ｉ＠
ENO 
SUBROUTIN! WR(NAME,N) 
REAL NAMf Cl) 
READ (9,3) N 
WRITE C6 1) NAME,N 
t FORMAT cS ',!A4,I4) 




IF (N.EQ,1) WRITE C•121) % 
If JNtiQ 1 2l WRIT! ＨＶＬＲｾＩ＠ Z 
IF tN.iQ,3) ｗｾｬｔｅ＠ C•,Z!) t 
I' fN,EQ,t) WRlT! (& 1 24) Z 




























f21 I' fN 1 EQ.6J ｗｾｬｔＡ＠ (6,1•> Z f 22 I' ｾｎｾＡｑ Ｑ ｦＩ＠ WRIT! C6,2f) Z 
123 I' fN.IQ,8) WRITE C•,ZI) Z 
f 14 IF (N ' EQ,9) WRIT! (6 119) Z 
?a! I' tN!!o,tl) ｗｾｬｔｦ＠ (6,!I) Z 
126 I' tN,iQ,11) WRJT! (6,Sl) Z 
121 l' tN,EQ,12) WRIT! (6,J2) Z 
128 RITuRN 
729 21 ,OAM•T ＨｾｾﾷＮｴｭｸＬＬｴｬｾＡＩ＠
730 22 'OltMAT ('•'121X,,t0,l) 
1Jt 23 FORMAT ｣ＧＫ•ＬＡｭｸＬＬｴ･ｾｊＩ＠
131 24 'ORMAT (it•,•1•,,ll13) 
7 3:S 25 ,OAMAT <'•',!ex,,10.J) 
?34 26 ｾｏｒｍａｔ＠ t'•'·'ex,,11,S) 
135 21 FORMAT ('•',Tex,,1e,,, 
736 2a ,O•M•T c•+•,emx,,11,J> 
137 '' ,ORMAT ｣ﾷｾ•ＬＹＱｸＬＬＱＱＬＳＩ＠
., 38 30 ,ORMAT ｣ﾷｾﾷＬＱＱＱｸＬＬＱＰＬＡＩ＠
139 31 ,ORMAT <'•'11tl•,,tl 1 J) 
141 !I ｾｏｒｍａｔ＠ (i+•,121x,,1e.!) 
741 !NO 
f 42 IUIAOUT!N! ｗｾｃｃｎａｍＡＩ＠
'"' 
R!AL NAM£(4) 
T44 WltlTI (6 1 t> NAMI 
,4, R!TUAN 
14• 1 'OAMAT (/,tX,;•** ;,4A4 1 ' 






































































2 1 13 tJ, 5 • 4 1 1 JT!IT ENV•SWITCM NT ｎｔｾｕｎ＠ LP tNPL J'N NRMS NBNO 
10, 101sc. ｾａｔｅ＠
4 EL!C LIQUtO COAL GAS JDEMAND SECTORS 
3 t 1 t f LOAO REGIONS 
!80. 350, ＴＳＰｾ＠ sa0, 620 0 130, s50. '''· s0q0, 
1210, 1330, 1450, 1510, 
ｴｬＳｾｯ＠ l24e 0 1340, 14!1 0 t500, 15S!, 1511 1 159!, 
tb00, ＱＶＰｾＮ＠ 1•10 1615, 16881 Ｒ｡｡ｾ＠ Z4e, ＱＶｾｾ＠ 285 0 300. 305, Je6, 3!4, 298, 
2•2- a••· ｡･ｭｾ＠ 114, 
6100 630, ＶＴＵｾ＠ &55, ＶｾＲｾ＠ '''· ,,0, 
&10. i10. •10. 6?00 
e.10. &10, 
.asq ,438 ＬｊｾＳ＠ le Ｑｾ＠ lo 1D1srR FACTORS 
,184 ,384 Ｑ ＴＳｾ＠ 11 1. 19 JLOAD DURATIONS 
4 COAL OIL GAS NATU JNAT R!SOURC!S 









1&5000, 185000 1 25150, ＶＲＴｾＬ＠ 8620, 20000 1 IRLIM FOSS l 
a3000, ＿ＰＰＰｾ＠ 3300, ｊｒｾｴｍ＠ 'OBS 2 
1!11, ＱｾＱＰ･＠ Ｎ ＴＲＡｾＬ＠ IRL!M NUCL 
!LEC 1 







1 1 0 0 m 0 . 0 0 fMAX DOM RIS, ANNUAL fMPORT RESTRICTION 
0 1 0 0 l!XTRA SWITCHES 
ＷＰＱＬｾＵｱｾＵ＠ ＸＹｾＬＸｱＱＴＸ＠ 1143,40942 
1a&2 1 492Ss 2311,0&19' J000,00e0e 
1000,00000 ＳＰＰＰＮｾＰＰＰＰ＠ 3000,00000 
ＱＰＰＰ Ｑ ＰＰＰｾＰ＠ rMAX COAi. E•TR ＱｾＰＬＱＱＴＱＸ＠ 828,91511 ＹＱＵＬＱＸｾＸＲ＠
1000,00000 1000,00001 ＱＰＰＰＬＰＰｾＰＰ＠
ＱｾＱＰＬＰＰＱＰＰ＠ ＱＰＱｾＮＰＰＰＰＰ＠ ＱＰＰＰＬＰＰＰｾＰ＠







2s, 41, ＴｾＮ｡＠ ＬＬｾＲ＠ 142,8 72,! 44,5 ,4,5 14q.5 IFOSS ｾｕＡｉＮ＠ COST 
78, ＱＵｾＬ＠ 520, rNUCL FU!L COST 
1 'LUTDNM JMAN MAO! R!SOURCES 
8 KRYPTON TRITIUM C02 PARTICUI. NOX SOX HVDCARB 
M•CO l!MtTTANTS 
10,& ｴｚｾｩＧ＠ 1eE21 0 1 ｾｾ＠ 0 1 0, 0, IMAL' Lf,ES 
JTECHNOLOGI!S 
ｕ•ｬＮｗｾ＠ 1 A Ｑｾ＠ ＴｚｾＳ＠ 585 1 18 5 2, ,?IS I, e, 0, ITill FOSS FUEL CCNS 
,171 ,408 0, .,215 0, 0. 0. t-, 0, 0, ITILL EFF 


























































JNUCL I ELEC I LWR ｒＡｾｃｔｏｒ＠
!,JeE+I 0.l•!+5 0,•!E•0l 0,ll 0 1 11 
0,11!•02 ＰｾＱＱＡ•ＰＱ＠ 0,65E•01 
ｐ•ｾ｡ｒ＠ 1 A ｴｾ＠ Ｔｴｾｩ＠ 170, ｾＮ＠ Ｒｾ＠ ,103 0, e, 0, 
Ｐｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ ｾＮＲ＠ 5, Ｕｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0, · '· ｉｾ＠ e, t UP m. Ｐｾ＠ ｾＮ＠ 0, ﾷｾﾷＮ＠ '''· 999, 999, 99•, ''q• 999, q9q, 999, I •!ND FIR 
JNUCL I fLEC I FB REACTOR 
11 00!•5 0:2,E+! m,65!·11 e,11 1,11 
ＰＬＧｔ＿ｅ•ｾ｡＠ 0.11E•01 0,65!•01 
JTILL FOSS FUEL CONS 
ITILL EFF 
JJIART Of' UI 
COAL 1 A i, ＱＹｾＳ＠ 460, 2, 2, ,103 
0, 0, ･ｾ＠ 0. Ｐｾ＠ e, Ｐｾ＠ e, m, 0, 
l,04 226, 0 0 , 1!ND COAL•ELECTRIC 
ICOAL I EL!C I ST!AM 
2,79 0, 0, JTlLL FOSS FU!L CONS 
JTIL.l. EFF 
0,00 0,00 210, 2,0 
19 1 0.!9 2o0 
COAL 3 ｾ＠ i, Ｐｾ＠ 0 1 Ｐｾ＠ 0, 11 11 0, 0., 
0, 0, e. 0, m. 0, e, 0, e. 0, 
1,01 ＱＰｾ Ｑ＠ 0 0 J!MD COAL•COAL 
JCOAL I COAL 
0,a0 ｾＮＰＰ＠ 100 , s,o 
5t,l ＱｾＵＹ＠ 5,40 
!!, 
94,5 
•TILL ｾｯｳｳ＠ FUEL CONS 
ITILL. EFF 
ADVCOAL l A Ｇ ｾ＠ ｩ•ｾﾷ＠ ＴＱＰｾ＠ i, a. ｾ ＷＱＳ＠ Ａ ｾ Ａ＠ e, ITILl FOSS FUEL CONS 
a. 0, 0. 0, 0. ｾＮ＠ a. ｾＮ＠ 0. 0, 0, ITlLL !FF 
0, 0, 1 UP 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0, 999 1 •99 1 999 1 99,, 6PART 0, UB 
999, 999 1 ＹＹＹ ｾ＠ 9qq, ＹｾＹ Ｑ＠ •99, 0 J!ND AOVCOALeEL!C 
aeOAL I tLEC • ｃｏｍｂｾ＠ CVCLE DOM PRESS, 80ILER 
ｾＮＰＰ＠ ｡ｾ｡ｭ＠ zTe, 13, 2,J 
Z6, Ｐ ｾ ＰＰ＠ 0 1 00 
ADVCOAL 2 A ｬｾ＠ 2i: ｾＴＡ Ｑ＠ 2, ｾＮ＠ ,8! 1,83 0 1 0, ITILL FOSS FUEL C0N8 
0 1 0, 0, 0 1 0, 0, 0, 0 1 0, 0, ITILL EFF Ｐｾ＠ ｾＮ＠ l ｕｾ＠ 0 1 Ｐｾ＠ 0 1 Ｐｾ＠ 9••• 999, ﾷｾﾷＮ＠ 99q, 999, JUB 
ＹＹＹｾ＠ 999, ＹＹＹ ｾ＠ 999, 0 JENO CONY COAL L1QU£,ACTION 
JCOAL I LtQU I CS, 




































"" 117 UJS ,., 
lll 










0 1 61 ＰｾｬＡｬ･ＰＱ＠ 0,ll 
ADVCOAL 4 A l, •,6 3tl 1 ! 2, 6, ,8! l,17 0, 0, JTILL ,081 FU!L CONI ｭｾ＠ ｾｯ＠ Ｐｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0 0 Ｐｾ＠ 0 9 Be e, JTILL !FF 
e, p. t u, 0, e: m. '''· •••· '''· ｾＹＹＬ＠ Ｙｱｱｾ＠ 1ue 
'''· 99•, 9•9: 99•, 9t9, I l!ND CONV COAL GAa!PtCATtON 
Ｑｃｏａｾ＠ ' HGAS I TVP, ｾｒｯ･＠
e,ee ｭｾ•･＠ 1•,0 0,se 4,, 
ＱｾＷ＠ 0.1tE•01 Ｐ Ｑ Ｒｾ＠
ｒｾｆｃｒｕｄｾ＠ 2 A ,. J.t. 4J, ｉｾ＠ m. ,85 Ｐｾ＠ 1,01 e. ｊｔｴｾｌ＠ ,oss 'U!L CONS 
0, 0 1 0, P• 0, 01 0, 0 1 0, 0 1 IT?LL EF' 
1,IJ 12!0, e ｾ＠ JENO ｒｅｐｉｎｬｾｖ＠
JOIL I ｒＡＧｾ＠ t AV!RAG' AEFIN!RV 
0,e1 e.ee a01e 0o9?E•mt 0 1 10 ｾ Ｑ Ｗﾧ＠ ＰｾＱＴ＠ 0 0 !9!•02 
NGAS 4 A te Ｐｾ＠ ｾｾ＠ Ｐｾ＠ m, 1 8! 0, 0 1 l. 1TILL FOSS FU!L CON& 
0, 0, Ｙｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ 01 0, 01 0, 0, ｉｔｉｾｌ＠ E'' 11 1! 1,1, 0 0 J!ND NGAI 
f NGAI I ｎｇｾ＠ I PROC H21 A!MOVAL 
m,!e ＰｾＰＰ＠ Ｆ｡ｾ･＠ e,101.ea l,67E•02 
t,8• ｾＮＮＮ＠ 0,76 
HYDRO t, A . 1: 1. ＵＲＲＱｾ＠ ﾷｾ＠ ･ｾ＠ ｾＳＴ＠ e. e. 11 
0. e, 1 1 ei, e. 0, 0,. 1. e, 1, . . ｴｾｬＡｊｴ＠ 5!5,4 t '" 1. 1.1!· 1,s 1,7! J, :s,25 s,s 
3,5 3.5 !:5 1:s ｊｾＡ＠ ｊｾＡ＠ 0 JENO HYDRO 
JHYDROI ILEC 
0,e ＱｾＰ＠ 0,1 e,0 ＱｾＱ＠
1,e 0.0 0,e 
SpLAR ＱＬａ ｟ ｬｾ＠ ｰＦＺｾ＠ 4¥''' Ｒｾ＠ I, 1 flJ I, ｉｾ＠ I, 
e. 0, 0, e, 0. ｾＮ＠ m. 1, 1. e, 
ITtLL. 'OIS 'UIL CONS · 
JTILL. EPF 
lfi'X !NO 
JTILL FOSS ｆｕＡｾ＠ CONS 
JTIL.L EFF 
e, 0, l ｕｾ＠ 0, 0, 0 1 0, I, 999, 999 1 
9••, 999 1 999 1 9•9, 0 J!ND ｓｏｾａｒ＠
999, 999 1 JUB 
JSOLAftl fLf:C 




























































I!R i A t: ＸＷｾﾷ＠ Ｕ･･ｾＮ＠ 0. ｾＮ＠ ·'' 0. 0. Ｐｾ＠
0, 1 1 0. 0. 0. 0, 0. e, e, 0. 
0, 0 1 0 0 l!ND ＿Ａｾｾｌｉｑｕｉｄ＠
0. 0., Ｐｾ＠ 0. Ｐｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0, 
I!R 4 ' · 1: ＦＷｾＶ＠ s000, 0. 0 •• as 0. 0, 0, 
0. 0. 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 
0, 0, 0 0 f ENp ｴｅｒｾｾａｓ＠
0. 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, 0. "'· 
1TILL Ｌ｡ｾ＠ f"UEL CONS 
JTILL. EFI' 
ｊｔｉｾｌ＠ FOSS FUEL CONS 
ITILL. EF"F 
'TILL FO$S FUEL CONS 
ITILL. EFF 
ｅｾｈｙ＠ t A ｾＱＮＱＸ＠ ＶＬｾＳ＠ t!!, 1. 6, 1. ･ｾ＠ m. e. 
Ｐｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0. Ｐｾ＠ 0, 0. •1. ｾＮ＠ 0, 
0, 0, 1 UP"'· Ｐｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ Ｎ ＰＮ＠ ＹｾＹＮ＠ ＬＬｾＮ＠ ｾｾＹＮ＠
ｱｱｱｾ＠ 999 1 ＹｱＹｾ＠ qq9, 0 JENO ｦｌｈｖ•ｾｉｑｕｉｄ＠
0, 0, 0. 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0, 0, 0, 
qqq, IU8 
8•ELHV 1 A •1.18 6 0 13 150, 2. &. 1. 
0. 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0. Ｐｾ＠ 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0, 0. •11 
0. 0, 1 UP 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0, 0. Ｐｾ＠ 999, 999 1 
999. 99,, qqq' 999 8 • 0 ｾＡｎｏ＠ !LHV•GAI 
0, 0, 0. 0, 0. 0, '· 0, 
Ｐｾ＠ ｾＮ＠ 0. IT?LL FOSS FUEL CONS 
JTILL !,-f' 
999, ｾＹＹＬ＠ IUB 
LIQPL.ANT l A 11 15 1 8 i90 1 
0, e, a. m. Ｐｾ＠ 0, 0. 2.1 
1.03 ＴＴｾ＠ 1 UP 0, 0 1 0. ｾＮ＠
0, 0. 0 JENO LIQ•ELEC 
Ｐｾ＠ 1 1 .113 ｾＮ＠ 0, 0. ｉｔｉｌｾ＠ ,OSS ｆｕｦｾ＠ CONS 0, 0, ｲｔｉｾｌ＠ !,F 
0. 0, 0, 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0c 0. JUB 
tOIL I ELEC I STEAM ｂｏｉｾｅｒ＠
0,00 ＰｾＰＰ＠ 21&,0 
31 1 0:65 0 8 131e0t 
2,6 34. 
GA£STEAM 1 A 1, 13,1 ＲＱｾＬ＠ Ｐｾ＠ 0. ,103 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0. 2,7 
0 1 0. 0, ITILL FOSS FUEL CONS JTILL. E'F 
1,005 S0, 1 U, 0 1 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 1 0, 0 1 
0. 0, Ｐｾ＠ 0 JENO GASST!AM 
JNGAS I ELEC I STEAM 
0,e0 e.00 1e3,0 
0,2ef.0t ＱＮｾ＠ 0,1a1.m1 
0,70 18, 
JETGAS J A la, 14 1 ! ｾＴＰ Ｑ＠ I, 0, .103 0, 0. 0, 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3,33 
IUB 
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A SAMPLE CONTROL PROGRAM 






















S!TUP('60UND' 1 'BMDt') 
M0VE(XOBJ, 8FUNC') 
MOVECXRHS,'RMS1 1 ) 
ｔｬｔｾｴ＼ＧｄｅｍｏｎｓｔｒａｔｉｏｾｦＩ＠
tRAIM 
PR!MAL 
SOLUTION 
!XtT 
l'iNO 
>' 
(/) 
ｾ＠
l'rj 
1:-i 
tr:! 
() g 
8 
e5 
1:-i 
l'rj 
ｾ＠
G) 
ｾ＠
"lj 
0 
ｾ＠
8 
::i:: 
tr:! 
1:-i 
l'rj 
(/) 
0 
1:-i 
c: 
8 
H 
0 
z 
I 
°' 00 
I 
